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JuCad – Founder
of the Design Class
Over the past 44 years, the familyowned JUTEC 
Biegesysteme GmbH & Co. KG has successfully 
positioned itself on international markets with
its luxury trolley brand JuCad. This highly innovative 
company was able to establish their trolleys in the 
luxury category in no time at all.

This German golf sports success story began in 1988
with the first collapsible designer golf trolley made
of stainless steel with a 3-spoke rim. In 1998 JuCad
developed the first electric trolley made of stainless
steel, with cables and motors integrated invisibly in the
axle. This marked a new milestone in the golf trolley
industry and at the same time introduced a further
technical innovation - the „invisible“ placement of both
battery and control unit inside the golf bag. 
 
With an array of award-winning product highlights, JuCad 
takes a leading role through unique designs and ideas. 
Today, the JuCad brand stands for innovative strength, 
exclusive design, a wide range of colours and perfection. 
This also applies to the cleverly designed accessories 
and JuCad golf bags. Since 2003, JuCad has designed  
a wide range of golf bags to suit every requirement and 
every occasion, making the company one of the largest 
bag manufacturers in Europe. 
 
With many years of experience in crafting golf trolleys,  
the JuStar brand complements the market since 2012 
with its simple elegance and proven technology at an 
exceptional value for money.

Style, Comfort and  
Perfection combined

For more than four decades, we have been manufacturing tube bending systems for the automotive and  
aircraft industries, metal construction and many other applications. Since 1988 we use this expertise for  
producing our golf trolleys.

With many years of experience and an aesthetic and functional vision, we are well positioned to achieve  
the highest standards for a perfect combination of design and materials. With unique vertical integration,  
we process four precious materials: titanium, stainless steel, aluminium and carbon. For our technically  
sophisticated trolleys, we combine state-of-the-art machine precision - for consistently high quality - with 
delicate craftsmanship of utmost competence. State-ofthe-art technology and the use of exclusive materials 
make every JuCad trolley an original with a lasting value. This is also what you experience with our first- 
class customer service, which never loses sight of the people beyond our products. This conveys a reassuring 
feeling in both our partners and ourselves.

The unique designs are created for golfers who appreciate superior quality. Highly efficient technology, such 
as intelligent positioning of the high-tech motors in the trolley axle, ultra-light weight, tailor-made packing  
dimensions - foldable or easily disassembled into very small units - and consistently elegant design, make 
each JuCad trolley an outstanding masterpiece. For the past 20 years, this globally successful, more than 100 
employees strong, family business has been managed in second generation by Kira and Dipl.-Ing. Jörg Jung, MBA.

The wishes of our customers are our motivation to constantly improve and develop the right trolley for every 
customer. JuCad is the first manufacturer in the golf industry to offer their customers a personal trolley confi-
gurator online, thus reflecting the requirements and wishes of each customer. The JuCad brand is a hallmark 
of colour variety and has invigorated fairways with refreshing trolley and bag designs from the start. Hand-
crafted in Germany.



At the ultra-modern JuCad Center with its 2000 m² 
exhibition and service area, our JuCad team offers 
comprehensive advice on the vibrant variety of 
JuCad products and dealer training. The premises 
showcase the JuCad and JuStar range of trolleys 
along with golf bag models and accessories. The  
service centre located on the second floor is  
equipped with state-of-the-art technical tools.

Visit our JuCad Center
in Germany.
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Style, Comfort and  
Perfection combined

The JuCad Golf World
We invented the designer golf trolley and continue to
shape its future with passion. We create sustainable
value with our vision, integrity and idealism. Innovative
products of the highest quality, long-term partnerships
and ecological responsibility go hand in hand. Our
JuCad trolleys are manufactured at five locations in
Germany. Our vision of luxury design is a great love for
the materials, highly intelligent design and a desire for
simplicity and sustainability – Hand-crafted in Germany.

JuCAD

JUTEC Biegesysteme GmbH & Co. KG
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JuCad was the first manufacturer of golf trolleys to be accepted into the renowned German Design 
Council. For over 70 years, the German Design Council has been an institution in the German industry - 
with over 330 renowned members whose products all have one thing in common: uniquely sophisticated 
and elegant design. The Council is one of the world‘s leading centers of excellence in design and - 
like its members - is committed to fair competition. 

More than 18 design and brand awards, presented by independent juries from the corporate, scientific, 
consulting and service sectors, honour the JuCad brand and its unique trolley design. The original de-
sign always attracts imitators, but is never rivaled. JuCad has been awarded the „Brand of the Century“ 
in the golf trolley category for three years. Another milestone in the luxury segment.

JUCAD IS A WINNER

����

In its Brand Study of
2018, the European
Brand Institute
confirms JuCad as
Number 1 brand
in the golf trolley
category.
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TITANIUM STAINLESS STEELCARBON ALU+

A premium material with a unique look.
Super light material, elegant and extre-
mely durable.

Robust stylish material with a classic
look.

Extremely lightweight, state-of-the-art,
robust material with exceptional flexibility
in design and visual design options.

Outstanding lightweight material with
a sophisticated look and superior 
strength thanks to high-end aluminium
alloy.

High-end custom Materials
As the only manufacturer worldwide, JuCad produces their trolley frames in the 4 exquisite materials: titanium, carbon, stainless steel and alu+.

The unique wheels featuring racing technology:

Spoked full carbon wheels 
Phantom Models

Spoked wheels, Original Design Class 
Travel-, Drive-, Classic-, Silence-Models

Spoked wheels
Ghost Models



Your individual golf trolley is just a few clicks away

JuCad Trolley Configurator
Use our trolley configurator to create your own bespoke trolley
with just a few clicks. Coloured wheels, rims, bags, scorecard
holders and much more.
Check it out at www.jucadgolf.com/configurator

JuCad Trolley Finder
 
Find your perfect model with our convenient JuCad trolley finder.
Select the criteria that are important to you, such as material, pack
size or features, for your favourite model with just a few clicks. Our
extensive selection of JuCad trolleys has the perfect model for
every taste and preference. See www.jucadgolf.com/trolley-finder/

JuCAD

Show colour now!
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packing size: 65x35x15 cm
JuCad drive SL Titan Travel eX 2.0
€ 4,690

JuCad drive SL Titan Travel 2.0
€ 4,390

packing size: 65x35x10 cm
JuCad Titan
2-wheeled € 1,249
3-wheeled € 1,299

electric Trolley

T I TA N I U M C A R B O N
manual Trolley electric Trolley manual Trolley

S TA I N L E S S  S T E E L
electric Trolley manual Trolley electric Trolley manual Trolley

packing size: 65x35x10 cm
JuCad Edition S
2-wheeled € 849
3-wheeled € 899

packing size: 65x35x10 cm 
JuCad Carbon Shine
JuCad Carbon Shadow
2-wheeled € 949
3-wheeled € 999

JuCad Carbon special editions
3-rädrig € 999

packing size: 65x35x15 cm
JuCad Carbon Travel Nero SV 2.0
JuCad Carbon Travel Bianco SV 2.0
JuCad Carbon Travel Verde Rosé 2.0
JuCad Carbon Travel Verde Black 2.0
€ 3,990 

JuCad Carbon Travel 2.0
€ 3,690 

packing size: 65x60x10 cm
JuCad Carbon drive 2.0
€ 2,999

packing size: 60x53x10 cm
JuCad Junior drive 
Stainless Steel 1.0 
€ 1,990

packing size: 55x46x10 cm
JuCad Junior Stainless Steel 
2-wheeled € 449
3-wheeled € 499

TRAVEL MODELS
with mini packing size

COMFORT MODELS
with flat folding packing size

FUNCTION MODELS
with flat interlocking packing 
size

packing size: 65x60x11 cm
JuCad Phantom Titan eX 2.0
€ 5,290
JuCad Phantom Titan 
black on black 2.0
€ 5,190
JuCad Phantom Titan 2.0
€ 4,990

packing size: 67x60x13 cm
JuCad Ghost Titan 2.0
€ 4,690

packing size: 78x67x20 cm
JuCad drive SL Titan Silence 2.0
€ 4,390

packing size: 65x60x20 cm
JuCad drive SL Titan Classic 2.0
€ 3,490

packing size: 67x58x13 cm
JuCad Ghost Titan manual
€ 1,399

Models 2024 A LU +

packing size: 65x60x10 cm
JuCad drive Stainless Steel 2.0
€ 3,490

YEAR
WARRANTY
ON ALL
TROLLEY  
FRAMES
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TROLLEY WORLD AT A GLANCE



JuCad drive SL Titan Travel 2.0 | JTRAVEL2
JuCad bag Pro, blue-white | JBPRO-BW
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With our reliable JuCad battery
you are sure to receive both power
and total safety.

The small compact power pack of only 1.3 kg, with a hig-
hperformance lithium battery and rapid charger, easily fits
into any golf bag. Including energy recovery and a range of
up to 45 holes, tested and certified to meet all legal trans-
port and safety regulations.

Your safety is our top priority, especially if you want to
exchange your battery cells. Our certified partners have the
JuCad certificate and are therefore authorised to exchange
the original JuCad battery cells in the JuCad Powerpack on
behalf of JUTEC Biegesysteme GmbH & Co. KG. JuCad 
caddies are meticulously handcrafted. We and our authorised 
partners take just as much care with the lithium-ion techno-
logy, ensuring that all safety aspects are observed. 

JuCad battery cells and control electronics as well as the 
charger are harmonised, tested and certified in compliance 
with UN Transport Test BU-202100303-B1, fulfilling all legal 
transport and safety regulations. We ensure that only origi-
nal JuCad parts are used and that full safety and warranty 
are guaranteed.

Your safety is of
utmost importance to
us. Replace your JuCad
rechargeable batteries
exclusively at certified
dealers, recognisable
by the JuCad
certificate!

Limburg, 00.00.2022

CERTIFIED SERVICE PARTNER

JUTEC Biegesysteme GmbH & Co. KG produces high-quality golf trolleys and golf accessories of the brands 
JuCad® and JuStar® - handmade in Germany. The above-mentioned service partner has been trained by the manu-
facturer and is authorized to carry out maintenance, service and repair work on their products. The certification of 
the partner becomes unvalid after the end of the above-mentioned year and must be renewed.

JuCad and JuStar golf trolleys are handmade with great care. Just as carefully, we and our certified partners use 
lithium-ion technology and ensure that all safety aspects are taken into account. Battery cells, control electronics 
and charger of the electric trolleys have been matched up and tested. JuCad and JuStar Powerpacks are certified 
according to the UN transport test BU-2013-000559-UN and fulfill all legal transport and safety regulations to 
protect our customers and their property.

Third-party components that are not based on the manufacturer's technology and non-certified battery cells 
endanger the safety and longevity of the golf trolleys. Due to the installation of third-party products, the a.m. trans-
port certification as well as the warranty & voluntary manufacturer's warranty will expire. The manufacturer and 
its certified service partners therefore ensure that only original spare parts from the manufacturer are used for 
repairs, maintenance and services on your JuCad / JuStar products, guaranteeing full safety and warranty.

 

Jörg Jung
Executive Partner

JUTEC Bending Systems GmbH & Co. KG 
Ottostraße 20 – 22, 65549 Limburg

JUTEC Bending Systems GmbH & Co. KG 

Ottostraße 20-22
D-65549 Limburg

2024

Frequent flyers have the option of a
certified flight battery as an additional
power pack. See page 67.

ELECTRIC TROLLEYS



Stepless, ergonomic speed control

Charge state display and distance control button for  
10, 20, 30 metres

Rotary control switch for drive, reverse and neutral functions

Integrated umbrella fixing system

Height-adjustable handle bar to suit every height
 

Folding and turning bag supports

User-friendly position of the JuCad Powerpack connector with its ma-
gnetic plugs for fast and safe connection of trolley and charger
 

Extremely durable frame, no weight limitation for your bag

Optimum driving comfort thanks to quiet 48V traction drive with two 
powerful brushless motors integrated in the axle and easy handling
through differential

Integrated electronic downhill brake (cruise control) and electronic 
parking brake on both sides

Electric trolleys – electrifying in every detail:
Technical masterpieces, handcrafted in Germany to satisfy the most discerning demands.

JuCad drive SL Titan Travel 2.0



Technical specifications of all electric trolleys*

> Integrated technology package: electronic parking brake on both sides, 
 brushless or wheel hub motors, magnetic plug and charge state display

> 48V drive system

> Simple operation with stepless rotary speed control

> Rotary control switch for drive, reverse and neutral functions

> Umbrella fixing system for JuCad umbrella

> Height-adjustable handle bar

> Easy push or pull handling even without battery power

> Automatic preset distance control (10-20-30 metres)

> Electronic downhill brake (cruise control)

> Cables, batteries and motors remain invisible

> High performance lithium battery for up to 45 holes incl. rapid charger – 
 tested, verified and certified in compliance with UN Transport Test 
 BU-202100303-B1

> Upper and lower folding and turning bag supports

> Extremely durable low resistance wheels

> Air cushioned interchangeable tyres

> Vast choice of wheel and tyre colours at no extra cost

> Optional or included remote control
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* varies for JuCad drive SL Titan Classic 2.0, JuCad Carbon drive 2.0 and  
Junior drive Stainless Steel

ELECTRIC TROLLEYS

YEAR
WARRANTY
ON ALL
TROLLEY
FRAMES
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JuCad Phantom Titan eX 2.0 | JPHANTOMX2
JuCad bag Style, brown-white | JBST-BRW



JuCad PHANTOM Titan ex 2.0

Absolutely unique with exclusive features
This titanium electric trolley glides across the fairway on its unique single spoke
wheels made of full carbon - just like a phantom. The elegant design trolley is  
supplied with an intelligent remote control plus a transport bag. 

€ 5,290  promotional price incl. transport bag and remote control
art. no. JPHANTOMX2

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad electric 
 trolleys, see pages 14-15
> The height adjustable handle bar and the upper bag support can be 
 secured in place simultaneously using the practical butterfly handle
> Flat packing size thanks to innovative folding 
 technology: 65x60x11 cm / 25.6x23.6x4.3 inch
> Including JuCad handle protector
> Including remote control and transport bag
> Titanium frame with 6 year warranty
> High-tech single spoke wheel rims made of full carbon
> Weight of frame and wheels 6.5 kg / 14.3 lbs
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T I T A N I U M

JuCad Phantom Titan eX 2.0 | JPHANTOMX2
JuCad bag Style, brown-white | JBST-BRW



JuCad Phantom Titan black on black 2.0 

A unique piece of art: our trolley in matt black

This titanium electric trolley glides across the fairway on its unique single spoke
wheels made of full carbon - just like a phantom. With its matt black finish, it almost
appears like an elegant, mysterious creature. The design trolley is supplied in an extra 
flat carry bag with separate wheel bag.

€ 5,190 (matt black finish)
art. no. JPHAN-BL2 

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad electric 
 trolleys, see pages 14-15
> The height adjustable handle bar and the upper bag support can be 
 secured in place simultaneously using the practical butterfly handle
> Flat packing size thanks to innovative folding  
 technology: 65x60x11 cm / 25.6x23.6x4.3 inch
> Including JuCad handle protector
> Including carry bag
> Titanium frame in matt black finish with 6 year warranty
> High-tech single spoke wheel rims made of full carbon
> Weight of frame and wheels 6.5 kg / 14.3 lbs
> Available with optional remote control

TROLLEYSELECTRIC 
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T I T A N I U M

JuCad Phantom Titan 2.0

Absolutely unique

This titanium electric trolley glides across the fairway on its unique single spoke
wheels made of full carbon - just like a phantom. The elegant design trolley is  
supplied with an extra flat carry bag with separate wheel bag.

€ 4,990 
art. no. JPHANTOM2 

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad electric 
 trolleys, see pages 14-15
> The height adjustable handle bar and the upper bag support can be 
 secured in place simultaneously using the practical butterfly handle
> Flat packing size thanks to innovative folding  
 technology: 65x60x11 cm / 25.6x23.6x4.3 inch
> Including JuCad handle protector
> Including carry bag
> Titanium frame with 6 year warranty
> High-tech single spoke wheel rims made of full carbon
> Weight of frame and wheels 6.5 kg / 14.3 lbs
> Available with optional remote control



JuCad Ghost Titan 2.0 | JGHOST2
JuCad bag Silence Dry, blue-red | JBSD-BR

TROLLEYSELECTRIC 
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JuCad Ghost Titan 2.0

The foldable titan with comfort handle

Like magic, this elegant electric trolley can be guided ambidextrously with its sturdy
T-handle and provides secure grip on uneven terrain. Furthermore, the T-handle in- 
cludes a tilt-adjustable umbrella holder. This innovative model was awarded the  
coveted German Design Award, IF Design Award and red dot design prizes.

€ 4,690
art. no. JGHOST2 

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad electric 
 trolleys, see pages 14-15
> The height adjustable handle bar and the upper bag support can be 
 secured in place simultaneously using the practical butterfly handle
> Sturdy T-handle for ambidextrous handling
> Tilt-adjustable umbrella holder for JuCad umbrellas integrated in the 
 T-handle
> Flat packing size thanks to innovative folding technology: 
 67x60x13 cm / 26.4x23.6x5.1 inch
> Including JuCad handle protector
> Titanium frame with 6 year warranty
> Sensational two spoke wheel rims
> Weight of frame and wheels 6.5 kg / 14.3 lbs
> Available with optional remote control

T I T A N I U M



JuCad DRIVE SL Titan Travel ex 2.0

Our No. 1 with exclusive extras
The lightweight among titanium electric trolleys features an additional travel  
connector and, when folded, fits into any sports car boot and, together with the golf 
bag, into the travel cover. The No. 1 model comes with intelligent remote control  
and transport bag.

€ 4,690 Promotional price incl. transport bag and remote control
art. no. JTRAVELX2

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad electric 
 trolleys, see pages 14-15
> Practical butterfly handle for fixing the height adjustable handle bar
> Light, foldable, detachable with a mini packing size: 
 65x35x15 cm / 25.6x13.8x5.9 inch
> Including remote control and transport bag
> Titanium frame with 6 year warranty
> Weight of frame and wheels 5.9 kg / 13 lbs

TROLLEYSELECTRIC 
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T I T A N I U M

JuCad drive SL Titan Travel 2.0 | JTRAVEL2
JuCad bag Manager Aquata, blue-white-green | JBMA-BWG



PERFECT MATCH
Wheel and tyre colours are for all 
trolley models at no extra charge.

JuCad drive SL Titan Travel 2.0

Our No. 1 best selling electric trolley
The lightweight among titanium electric trolleys features an additional travel  
connector and, when folded, fits into any sports car boot and, together with the golf 
bag, into the travel cover. The elegant trolley offers maximum stability and, like all 
JuCad models, is also suitable for heavy bags.  

€ 4,390
art. no. JTRAVEL2 

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad electric 
 trolleys, see pages 14-15
> Practical butterfly handle for fixing the height adjustable handle bar
> Light, foldable, detachable with a mini packing size: 
 65x35x15 cm / 25.6x13.8x5.9 inch
> Titanium frame with 6 year warranty
> Weight of frame and wheels 5.9 kg / 13 lbs
> Available with optional remote control

TROLLEYSELECTRIC 
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T I T A N I U M

JuCad drive SL Titan Silence 2.0                                                

The silent and fully foldable titanium trolley
The fully foldable electric titanium trolley with the latest technology for a state-of-
the-art driving experience! Built-in wheel hub motors in both rear wheels operate
with gearless direct drive for optimum power transmission and an extremely  
energy-saving, wear-free and silent driving experience. A trolley for the present day
and age.

€ 4,390 
art. no. JDRIVESL-S2

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad electric 
 trolleys, see pages 14-15
> Silent wheel hub motors
> Practical butterfly handle for fixing the height adjustable handle bar
> Extremely durable low resistance foldable wheels with integrated 
 wheel hub motors
> Flat packing size thanks to innovative full folding technology: 
 78x67x20 cm / 30.7x26.3x7.8 inch
> Including JuCad handle protector
> Titanium frame with 6 year warranty
> Weight of frame and wheels 8.9 kg/19.6 lbs
> Optionally available with remote control

NEW!

LATEST 
NOISELESS

DRIVE TECHNOLOGY
Silence!



JuCad Drive SL Titan Classic 2.0

The foldable Classic 
The classic electric titanium trolley folds away in a matter of seconds. Thanks to
the flat packing size of 65x60x20 cm (25.6x23.6x4.2 inch) this flyweight of only
5.9 kg (13 lbs) also fits into any limousine. 

€ 3,490
art. no. JCLASS2

DETAILS:
> Integrated technology package: electronic parking brake on both 
 sides, brushless motors, magnetic plug and charge state display
> Simple operation with stepless rotary speed control
> Practical butterfly handle for fixing the height adjustable handle bar
> Control switch for drive and neutral functions
> Automatic preset distance control (10-20-30 metres)
> Easy push or pull handling even without battery power
> Cables, batteries and motors remain invisible
> Electronic downhill brake (cruise control)
> Upper and lower folding / turning bag supports
> Extremely durable low resistance wheels with air cushioning, 
 tyres interchangeable
> Vast choice of wheel and tyre colours at no extra cost
> Flat packing size thanks to innovative folding technology: 
 65x60x20 cm / 25.6x23.6x4.2 inch
> Umbrella fixing system for JuCad umbrella
> High performance lithium battery for up to 45 holes incl. rapid 
 charger – tested, verified and certified in compliance with UN 
 Transport Test BU-202100303-B1
> Titanium frame with 6 year warranty
> Weight of frame and wheels 5.9 kg / 13 lbs
> Available with optional remote control

TROLLEYSELECTRIC 
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T I T A N I U M

JuCad drive SL Titan Classic 2.0 | JCLASS2
JuCd bag Captain Dry white-grey | JBCD-WGR



JuCad Carbon Travel Nero SV 2.0

High-end, made of ultralight full carbon - matt black
JuCad‘s high-tech carbon fibre trolley, with higher tensile strength and weight
reduction in a matt black 3K design, is all about extreme lightness. Every component
of the Nero SV (Superveloce) frame was designed in line with the motto „Design to
Weight“: as little weight as necessary for maximum possible load.

€ 3,990
art. no. JCT2-NERO
  

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad electric 
 trolleys, see pages 14-15
> Light, foldable, detachable with a mini packing size: 
 65x35x15 cm / 25.6x13.8x5.9 inch
> Including JuCad handle protector
> High-end full carbon frame in matt black including 6 year warranty
> 3 spoke wheel rims in matt black
> Weight of frame and wheels 5.4 kg / 11.9 lbs
> Available with optional remote control

PERFECT MATCH
JuCad bag Pro, 
black

TROLLEYSELECTRIC 
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C A R B O N

JuCad Carbon Travel Bianco SV 2.0

High-end, made of ultralight full carbon - matt white
JuCad‘s high-tech carbon fibre trolley, with higher tensile strength and weight
reduction in a matt white design, is all about extreme lightness. Every component
of the Bianco SV (Superveloce) frame was designed in line with the motto „Design to
Weight“: as little weight as necessary for maximum possible load.  

€ 3,990
art. no. JCT2-BIANCO

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad electric 
 trolleys, see pages 14-15
> Light, foldable, detachable with a mini packing size: 
 65x35x15 cm / 25.6x13.8x5.9 inch
> Including JuCad handle protector
> High-end full carbon frame in matt white including 6 year warranty
> 3 spoke wheel rims in matt white
> Weight of frame and wheels 5.4 kg / 11.9 lbs
> Available with optional remote control

NEW!



JuCad Carbon Travel Verde Black 2.0 | JCT2-VBL
JuCad bag Style, dark green | JBST-G

TROLLEYSELECTRIC 
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JuCad Carbon Travel Verde Black 2.0 &  Rosé 2.0

Avantgardists with a natural look
The harmonically iridescent green tones of these elegant electric trolleys make the 
full carbon frame shimmer stylishly. The matt black or rosé coloured rims complement 
the cool look. The lightweight, sturdy trolleys with travel plug-in connection fit in the 
boot of any sports car when folded and, together with the golf bag, into the travel 
cover. Inspired by nature.   

€ 3,990
art. no. JCT2-VBL, matt black rims
art. no. JCT2-VRO, rose coloured rims

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad electric 
 trolleys, see pages 14-15
> Light, foldable, detachable with a mini packing size: 
 65x35x15 cm /25.6x13.8x5.9 inch
> Including JuCad handle protector
> Full carbon frame with 6 year warranty
> 3 spoke wheel rims in matt black or rosé colour
> Weight of frame and wheels 5.4 kg / 11.9 lbs
> Available with optional remote control

C A R B O N

JuCad Carbon Travel Verde Black 2.0 | JCT2-VBL
JuCad bag Style, dark green | JBST-G

PERFECT MATCH
JuCad windproof
umbrella, olive 
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NEW!  
Also available in manual, 3-wheel  
version. See p. 47.



JuCad Carbon Travel 2.0

THE BEST-SELLING FULL CARBON TROLLEY
With its light shimmering full carbon frame in 3K design, the electric trolley is  
extremely lightweight yet extremely robust. It features additional travel plug-in  
connections and fits in the boot of any sports car when folded and, together with the 
golf bag, into the travel cover. Your perfect travel companion is available in a wide 
range of colours.

€ 3,690  
art. no. JCT2-SH 

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad electric 
 trolleys, see pages 14-15
> Light, foldable, detachable with a mini packing size: 
 65x35x15 cm / 25.6x13.8x5.9 inch
> Full carbon frame with 6 year warranty
> Weight of frame and wheels 5.8 kg / 12.8 lbs
> Available with optional remote control

Facelift!

TROLLEYSELECTRIC 
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Colourful trendsetters in full carbon
€ 3,690

JuCad Carbon Travel 2.0
silver-black
art. no. JCT2-SS

JuCad Carbon Travel Special 2.0
art. no. JCT2-SP

JuCad Carbon Travel Racing 2.0
art. no. JCT2-RC

C A R B O N

Personalise these special  
models with your one- or  
two-digit desired number.22



JuCad Carbon Drive 2.0

Winner in terms of value for money
With its gently shimmering full carbon finish, this electric trolley stands out for its
user-friendly technology and premium craftsmanship. After your round of golf, it is
disassembled quickly and folds flat with just a few easy steps and can be stored
in your trolley box or in the boot.

Recommended Retail Price € 3,490
Promotional price € 2,999 
art. no. JCD2S 

DETAILS:
> Integrated technology package: electronic parking brake on both sides, 
 brushless motors, magnetic plug and charge state display
> Simple operation with stepless rotary speed control
> Control switch for drive and neutral functions
> Umbrella fixing system for JuCad umbrella
> Height-adjustable handle bar
> Easy push or pull handling even without battery power
> Automatic preset distance control (10-20-30 metres)
> Electronic downhill brake (cruise control)
> Cables, batteries and motors remain invisible
> High performance lithium battery for up to 45 holes incl. rapid charger 
 – tested, verified and certified in compliance with UN Transport Test 
 BU-202100303-B1
> Upper and lower folding and turning bag supports
> Extremely durable low resistance wheels air cushioned, interchangeable tyres
> Vast choice of wheel and tyre colours at no extra cost
> Light and flat interlocking packing size: 65x60x10 cm / 25.6x23.6x4 inch
> Full carbon frame with 6 year warranty
> Weight of frame and wheels 5.5 kg / 12.1 lbs
> Available with optional remote control

TROLLEYSELECTRIC 
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C A R B O N

JuCad Carbon Travel Nero SV 2.0 | JCT2-Nero
JuCad bag Pro, black | JBPRO-BL



JuCad drive STAINLESS STEEL 2.0

THE DURABLE ICONIC TROLLEY
The stainless steel trolley of the first hour is the origin in terms of precision,  
robustness and functionality. The comfortable trolley with only one plug-in  
connection and the particularly flat packing size of 65x60x10 cm (25.6x23.6x4 inch) 
fits into even the smallest car boot. 

€ 3,490
art. no. JDRIVE2 

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad electric 
 trolleys, see pages 14-15
> Light and flat interlocking packing size: 65x60x10 cm / 
 25.6x23.6x4 inch
> Stainless Steel frame with 6 year warranty
> Weight of frame and wheels 7.2 kg / 15.9 lbs
> Available with optional remote control

TROLLEYSELECTRIC 
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S TA I N L E S S  S T E E L

JuCad drive stainless steel 2.0 | JDRIVE2
JuCad bag Style, grey | JBST-GR



Suitable for any bag size, no weight limit

Height-adjustable handle bar

Upper and lower folding / turning bag supports

Extremely durable low resistance wheels with quick lock

Air cushioned tyres

Interchangeable tyres

Wide selection of wheel and tyre colours at no extra cost

Umbrella fixing system for JuCad umbrella

Manual Trolleys - fascinating down to the last detail:
Durable masterpieces, handcrafted in Germany to the highest quality standards.

JuCad Titan
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YEAR
WARRANTY
ON ALL
TROLLEY
FRAMES

Technical details for all manual trolleys

> Height-adjustable handle bar

> Upper and lower folding / turning bag supports

> No weight limit, suitable for any bag size

> Extremely durable low resistance wheels

> Air cushioned tyres

> Interchangeable tyres

> Wide selection of wheel and tyre colours at no extra cost

> Umbrella fixing system for JuCad umbrella

> Including matching carry bag

> Optional break

MANUAL TROLLEYS



TROLLEYSManuAL

JuCad Ghost Titan manual | JGHOST-M
JuCad bag Luxury, blue | JBLUX-B



JuCad Ghost Titan MANUAL

Foldable push trolley with ergonomic handle

With its perfect folding technique, the elegant lightweight with outstanding two- 
spoke rims can be folded into a flat pack size within seconds. Thanks to the sturdy 
ergonomic T-handle, the trolley allows for ambidextrous use and can be steered swift-
ly, precisely and safely. A tilt-adjustable umbrella holder is integrated in the T-handle. 
Suitable for every bag size and weight.

€ 1,399  
art. no. JGHOST-M 

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad manual 
 trolleys, see pages 38-39
> The height adjustable handle bar and the upper bag support can be 
 secured in place simultaneously using the practical butterfly handle
> Tilt-adjustable umbrella holder for JuCad umbrellas
> T-handle for secure and stable handling
> Suitable for any bag size, no weight limit
> Flat foldable packing size: 67x58x13 cm / 26.4x22.8x5.1 inch
> Including JuCad handle protector
> Titanium frame with 6 year warranty
> Sensational two spoke rims
> Weight of frame and wheels 4.9 kg / 10.8 lbs
> Including practical carry bag
> Available with optional break, art. no. JB-20, € 80 (p. 47)
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T I T A N I U M



JuCad TITAN

Our exclusive lightweight trolley
Made of high-quality titanium, this ultra-light, unpowered golf trolley has no weight
limit. It is even suitable for heavy bags used by pro golfers and the height-adjustable
handlebar ensures easy operation preventing any strain on your back. Complete with
golf bag, the caddy fits into the travel cover making it your ideal companion.

€ 1,299 (3-wheeled)    art. no. JUCADT3
€ 1,249 (2-wheeled)    art. no. JUCADT

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad manual 
 trolleys, see pages 38-39
> Suitable for any bag size, no weight limit
> Light, foldable, detachable with a mini packing size: 65x35x10 cm /  
 25.6x13.8x3.9 inch
> Titanium frame with 6 year warranty
> Weight of frame and wheels from 4 kg / 8.8 lbs
> Handcrafted leather-look handle included
> Including practical carry bag
> Available with optional break, art. no. JB-20, € 80 (p. 47)

TROLLEYSManuAL
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T I T A N I U M

JuCad Titan | JUCADT  
JuCad bag 2 in 1 Waterproof, grey-green | JBWP-GRG



JuCad Carbon Shine

The stylish lightweight
This robust, glamorous manual carbon trolley in 3K design is extremely lightweight
and has no weight limit. It is suitable for heavy bags with a height-adjustable handle 
bar that ensures easy operation preventing any strain on your back. Together with the 
golf bag, our trolley fits into the travel cover making it your ideal flight companion. 

€ 999 (3-wheeled) art. no. JC3-SH 
€ 949 (2-wheeled) art. no. JC2-SH 

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad manual 
 trolleys, see pages 38-39
> Suitable for any bag size, no weight limit
> Light, foldable, detachable with a mini packing size: 65x35x10 cm / 
 25.6x13.8x3.9 inch
> Full carbon frame with shiny finish in 3K design with 6 year warranty
> Weight of frame and wheels from 4 kg / 8.8 lbs
> Including practical carry bag
> Available with optional break, art. no. JB-31, € 80 (p. 47)

TROLLEYSManuAL
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JuCad Carbon Shadow

The stylish lightweight
This robust matt black manual carbon trolley in 3K design is extremely lightweight
and has no weight limit. It is suitable for heavy bags with a height-adjustable handle
bar that ensures easy operation preventing any strain on your back. Together with the
golf bag, our trolley fits into the travel cover making it your ideal flight companion. 

€ 999 (3-wheeled) art. no. JC3-SD
€ 949 (2-wheeled) art. no. JC2-SD 

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad manual 
 trolleys, see pages 38-39
> Suitable for any bag size, no weight limit
> Light, foldable, detachable with a mini packing size: 65x35x10 cm / 
 25.6x13.8x3.9 inch
> Full carbon frame with matt finish in 3K design with 6 year warranty
> Weight of frame and wheels from 4 kg / 8.8 lbs
> Including practical carry bag
> Available with optional break, art. no. JB-31, € 80 (p. 47)

C A R B O N



JuCad Carbon Zebra | JC3-Z | JuCad bag Aqualight, black | JBAL-BL

TROLLEYSManuAL



JuCad Carbon Special Models

JuCad Carbon 
white-black 3-wheeled
art. no. JC3-WS

JuCad Carbon 
silver-black 3-wheeled
art. no. JC3-SS

JuCad Carbon Racing 3-wheeled
art. no. JCARB3-RC

JuCad Carbon Special 3-wheeled
art. no. JCARB3-SP

JuCad Carbon Verde Black 3-wheeled
art. no. JC3-VBL 

JuCad Carbon Verde Rosé 3-wheeled
art. no. JC3-VRO 

JuCad Carbon Zebra 3-wheeled,  
matt finish in 3K design
art. no. JC3-Z
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Extremely light and absolutely sturdy, these robust manual trolleys made of solid 
carbon with a shiny finish bring colour to the fairways. Including technical features 
and highlights of the JuCad manual trolleys listed on pages 38-39.

€ 999

All special models feature  
a mini packing size of 
65x35x10 cm /
25.6x13.8x3.9 inch

C A R B O N

JuCad arresting brake 
Our practical JuCad brake for manual trolleys – 
your trolley stays put without fail. Retrofittable  
for all manual trolleys.
art. no. JB-20, € 80
(manual models in titanium and stainless steel)
art. no. JB-31, € 80
(manual models in carbon and alu+)

Personalise the  
JuCad Racing and  
Special with your  
one- or two-digit  
desired number.

22

NEW! NEW!

MUST
HAVE!



JuCad Edition S

Sporty Bag Carrier
Robust and absolutely solid, this unpowered golf trolley is made of high-quality
aluminium alloy. It has no weight limit and is even suitable for heavy bags used by
pro golfers. The height-adjustable handlebar ensures easy operation preventing any
strain on your back. Together with the golf bag, our sporty (S) trolley fits into the
travel cover making it your ideal flight companion.

€ 899 (3-wheeled) art. no. JEDS3
€ 849 (2-wheeled) art. no. JEDS

DETAILS:
> For all technical features and highlights of the JuCad manual 
 trolleys, see pages 38-39
> Suitable for any bag size, no weight limit
> Light, foldable, detachable with a mini packing size: 65x35x10 cm / 
 25.6x13.8x3.9inch
> Alu+ frame with 6 year warranty
> Weight of frame and wheels from 4.5 kg / 9.9 lbs
> Handcrafted leather-look handle included
> Including practical carry bag
> Available with optional break, art. no. JB-31, € 80 (p. 47)

TROLLEYSManuAL
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A l u +

JuCad Edition S | JEDS3 
JuCad bag Fly, white-red | JBFLY-WR



€ 1,990
JuCad Junior drive Stainless Steel 1.0
art. no. JUNIOR-D

This motorised trolley for our youngest players comes with
almost all the features of the JuCad electric trolleys. For more
details, please visit www.jucadgolf.com.

JuCad Junior DRIVE STAINLESS STEEL 1.0

for Kids &
YoungsterS



!VALUE                 
GUARANTEED

JuCad Junior and JuCad
Junior drive 1.0 will be
credited with their full
purchase price, a lifetime, 
when a fullsize version is 
bought as a follow-on.
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JuCad Junior STAINLESS STEEL

Trolleys with lasting value for Kids & Youngsters
Easy to manoeuvre and with a flat packing size, this lightweight trolley is the 
perfect introductory model for all up-and-coming golfers. The trolley‘s height- 
adjustable handle bar adapts to your child‘s needs and lets them gently pull or 
push the trolley along with the bag. Golfing is child‘s play for your little ones with 
our JuCad Junior stainless steel. For all junior golfers with a height of up to 1.50 
metres.

€ 499 (3-wheeled) art. no. JUNIOR3
€ 449 (2-wheeled) art. no. JUNIOR

DETAILS:
> Height-adjustable handle bar
> Upper and lower folding / turning bag supports
> Stainless steel frame with 6 year warranty
> Extremely durable low resistance wheels
> Air cushioned, interchangeable tyres
> Wide selection of wheel and tyre colours at no extra cost
> Lightweight and foldable
> Packing size 55x46x10 cm / 21.6x18.1x3.9 inch
> Umbrella fixing system for JuCad umbrella
> Weight of frame and wheels from 4 kg / 8.8 lbs
> Supplied with practical carry bag
> Handcrafted leather-look handle included

€ 1,990
JuCad Junior drive Stainless Steel 1.0
art. no. JUNIOR-D

Kids & Youngsters

JuCad Junior DRIVE STAINLESS STEEL 1.0



fOr Kids &
YoungsterS

JuCad Bag Junior  
Functional golf bag for children

JuCad‘s high-quality bags for children are made of lightweight functional  
materials thus standing out because of their low overall weight whilst offering
junior golfers a great deal of comfort.

€ 99

Details:

> 8 club division, 7 inch
> Height 78 cm / 30.7 inch
> Spacious, easily accessible outside pockets
> Separate umbrella fixing system
> Insulated pocket for drinks
> Small compartment for accessories
> Comfortable handles
> Dedicated compartment for JuCad Powerpack
> Weight 2 kg / 4.4 lbs
> Personalisation available with name, initials or logo, see pages 69-70

Colours:

black-white-pink
art. no. JBJ-SWP

camouflage
art. no. JBJ-CA

blue-white-red
art. no. JBJ-BWR

JuCad children‘s umbrella
The extra-light JuCad children‘s umbrella offers little golfers perfect  
protection from both sun and rain. Equipped with pin and wind strap.  
Diameter: 104 cm.

 pink art. no. JSJ-P
 blue art. no. JSJ-B
 camouflage art. no. JSJ-CA
 silver art. no. JSJ-SI (UV protection 99%, UPF 50+) 

€ 39

Kids & Youngsters
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fOr Kids &
YoungsterS

Functional accessories
for your trolley

Trolley accessoriesKids & Youngsters



Transport and carry bags

Carry bags

Model Travel
€ 109   
art. no. JTT
68.5x43x10 cm / 27x17x4 inch

Model Travel
€ 159  
art. no. JRT-1
73.5x44x15 cm / 29x17.5x6 inch

Model Classic
€ 139   
art. no. JTTC
68.5x62x20 cm / 27x24.5x8 inch

Model Classic
€ 159    
art. no. JRT-3
71x63.5x24 cm / 28x25x9.5 inch

Model Drive, Ghost
€ 139   
art. no. JTTD
66x62x12.5 cm / 26x24.5x5 inch

Model Drive, Drive SL, Phantom, Ghost
€ 159
art. no. JRT-2
71x62x12.5 cm / 28x24.5x5 inch

Transport bags with wheels and telescopic handle

Model Drive SL Titan Silence
€ 139
art. no. JTTS
78x67x20 cm / 31x26x8 inch
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Trolley accessories

1
Full metal, titan colour

Full metal, black

JuCad metal scorecard holder  -
A useful accessory for your trolley
Our scorecard holder not only protects your scorecard, but also keeps 
important accessories such as balls, tees and pencils within easy reach. 
A Velcro strap on the back allows you to attach your golf gloves quickly 
and easily.

1 NEW! JuCad full metal scorecard holder
This scorecard holder made of solid metal is a durable and practical companion. 
The foldable, rainproof metal cover is fitted with stainless steel hinges, a GRP 
(glass fibre reinforced plastic) writing pad and a magnetic closure.
art. no. JSH-MT (titan colour) € 199
art. no. JSH-MS (black)            € 199

2 NEW! Metal cover
Covers are available separately for all metal and GRP scorecard holders.
art. no. JSA-MT, (titan colour) € 80
art. no. JSA-MS, (black)           € 80

 

3 Mirror
Unbreakable mirror made of stainless steel.  
Can be taped directly into the scorecard holder  
lid for a quick routine glance during your round  
of golf. Measures 13x10 cm / 5x4 inch.
art. no. JSPI, € 20

3

NEW!



GRP, titan colour

GRP, black

4 JuCad GRP scorecard holder 
This scorecard holder made of GRP (glass fibre reinforced plastic) is a 
durable and practical companion. The foldable, rainproof cover is fitted 
with stainless steel hinges and a magnetic closure and is available in 9 
different colours at no extra cost.

art. no. JSH (titan colour) € 100
art. no. JSH-S (black)         € 100

5 GRP cover
The rainproof cover is available separately in a variety of colours to match 
the JuCad wheels.

art. no. JSA-C, € 25

5

JuCad GRP scorecard holder  -
A useful accessory for your trolley

JSAX-S

JSAX-R

JSAX-O

JSAX-B

JSAX-Y

JSAX-P

JSAX-G

JSAX-T

JSAX-W



GRP, black

Trolley accessories
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6 JuCad Tablet
With the elegant JuCad Tablet made of high class metal in the colours 
titanium or black, your golf equipment is always at hand! The JuCad 
Tablet offers fixing options for the following equipment: 3 golf balls, 8 
tees (wood- and plastic-tees), a pencil, a pair of gloves, a smartphone, the 
remote control, the golf towel or the cigar holder. Matching for all JuCad 
trolley models. 

The Tablet received the status “registered design” by the EU Intellectual 
Property Office (EUIPO) and is therefor unique. The JuCad Tablet is being
delivered without any accessories or equipment.

art. no. JTAB-T (titan colour) € 150
art. no. JTAB-S (black colour) € 150

D

6

Example equipped tablet.



Show your colours with the modern JuCad wheel

The original JuCad wheels are available in many colour combinations  
designed to match the exclusive JuCad golf bags. Rim and tyre colours can 
be freely combined, whithout surcharge. The JuCad wheel has a 
tyre profile specially geared for golf course conditions – the tyres can be 
changed at any time.

1

2

1 Comfortable technology 
The original JuCad wheel is simply plugged in – nothing more simple
than that!

2 Tyres
When ordering a new trolley, these tire colours are available at no extra 
charge. The tyres can be changed at any time. (€ 70 for 2-wheel models, 
€ 89 for 3-wheel models).
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Trolley accessories

5

6

43 Wheel rims
Our range of colours caters for all tastes - available at no extra charge to 
match your golf bag and outfit.

4 Winter sleeves
JuCad winter sleeves allow you a comfortable and secure round of golf even in 
the cold season. The rubber spikes on the tires reduce ground contact by up to 
75%, which allows a fairway-friendly driving and prevents spinning of the wheels. 
The 2 winter sleeves can be drawn quickly and easily over the rear wheels of your 
JuCad trolley. 
art. no. JWR, € 59

5 JuCad wheel bag 
Your JuCad rear wheels are neatly stowed away inside this practical wheel bag. 
Size 34x34 cm / 13.5x13.5 inch, including shoulder strap. Colour: black. 
art. no. JR, € 39

6 JuCad wheel bag
In the practical wheel bag made of tear-resistant nylon with quick-release fastener, 
you can store your wheels quickly and space-savingly. This keeps your caddy 
box and your car always clean. Colour: black.
art. no. JRAD-H, € 10

Try out individual colour  
combinations:  
www.jucadgolf.com/configurator

NEW! MATT RIMS

3



JuCad golf umbrellas –
the colourful companions

1 JuCad golf umbrella
The extra lightweight and large JuCad golf umbrella will protect 
you in any weather conditions, and will bring colour to the fairways
even when the sky is grey and gloomy. The umbrella is equipped 
with a pin and a wind strap and is simply plugged onto the JuCad 
trolley handle. A separate umbrella holder is not needed. Umbrella
diameter: 140 cm / 55 inch.
€ 79

Colours:

black 
art. no. JS

red
art. no. JS-R

white
art. no. JS-W

orange 
art. no. JS-O

black-white
art. no. JS-SW

yellow  
art. no. JS-Y

pink 
art. no. JS-P

beige
art. no. JS-BE

silver  
(UV protection 99%)
art. no. JS-SI 

green  
art. no. JS-G

camouflage 
art. no. JS-CA

camouflage-grey 
art. no. JS-CAG

green-white 
art. no. JS-WG

blue 
art. no. JS-B

stars&stripes 
art. no. JS-US

UV protection 99%
UPF 50+



3 3 JuCad automatic umbrella
The extra lightweight and large JuCad umbrella is 
also available with automatic opening function! 
Easy to open at the push of a button. Umbrella  
diameter: 140 cm / 55 inch.
€ 99

black art. no. JSE-BL
silver art. no. JSE-SI (UV protection 99%)

Colours:

2

black
art. no. JSWP-BL

silver
art. no. JSWP-SI
(UV protection 99%)

black-silver-red
art. no. JSWP-SSR

blue-silver
art. no. JSWP-BS

red-silver
art. no. JSWP-RS
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2 JuCad windproof umbrella
The JuCad umbrella in square shape and with double canopy offers
an extra wind protection on your round of golf. With pin for mounting
on your JuCad trolley. Umbrella diameter: 145 cm / 57 inch.
€ 99

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

Trolley accessories

olive
art. no. JSWP-OL

UV-Schutz 99%
UPF 50+

UV protection 99%
UPF 50+



4 JuCad telescopic umbrella
All JuCad umbrellas are also available with a telescopic pin which 
allows an up to 15 cm / 5.9 inch stepless enlargement of the shaft and 
thus enables also tall golfers to stand upright and relaxed underneath 
the mounted umbrella. Recommended from a height of 1.80 metres. 
Available in all above mentioned colours.

Individualise your umbrella with your name,
initials or company/club logo.

Name print
> Printing of name and initials is available in black, white, red, blue 
and gold plus three different fonts.
art. no. JPRINT, € 30

Logo print
> Your Logo is applied digitally in four-colour printing. A printable  
template will be required.
art. no. JPRINT-L, € 49

JuCad golf umbrella with telescopic pin: 
art. no. JS3-BL, -W, -SW, -SI, -R, -O, -CA, -CAG, -Y, -G, -WG, -B, -P, -BE, -US  
€ 129 

JuCad golf umbrella windproof with telescopic pin: 
art. no. JS3WP-BL, -OL, -SSR, -BS, -RS, -SI    
€ 149

JuCad golf umbrella automatic with telescopic pin: 
art. no. JS3E-BL, -SI      
€ 149

4

15 cm

>

>

All JuCad umbrellas available
including telescopic extension!
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JUCAD TROLLEY ACCESSORIES

3

1 JuCad remote control for more driving
pleasure
The trolley can be controlled at any time either by the 
stepless turning control on the handle or with the clearly 
layed-out remote control for movement in any direction. 
Your golf equipment is therefore always at the right place
sparing you unnecessary walking. Every JuCad remote 
control has its own unique transmission code to prevent
misdirection – beyond the transmission range the trolley
will come to an automatic halt. The JuCad remote control
is an optional extra for all electric JuCad trolleys.
art. no. JFS2, € 449

2 Engravement
All JuCad trolleys made of titanium, stainless steel and 
carbon can be provided with a personal etching.
art. no. JÄTZ, € 20

3 JuCad rubberized trolley handle /
cold protection
With the new weatherproof JuCad handle protector cold 
hands are a thing of the past. For all JuCad electric trolleys.
art. no. JGRIFF, € 30
(Titan Travel, Drive and Phantom models, Drive SL Titan,  
Silence 2.0, JuCad drive Stainless Steel 2.0)
art. no. JGRIFF-C, € 30
(Carbon Travel and Drive models, Drive SL Titan Classic 2.0)

1

2

Trolley accessories

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com



JuCad Trolley accessories

1 JuCad 2 in 1 smartphone holder with umbrella 
extension
The perfect universal mobile phone and umbrella holder. 
Simply mount on your trolley and attach your umbrella and 
mobile phone in seconds. The shock-absorbing, non-slip 
silicone straps with anti-twist protection provide secure 
hold and are compatible with all standard smartphones 
with screen sizes of up to 8 cm width and 16.5 cm length. 
Operability remains unrestricted, Face ID and Touch ID are 
compatible. Smartphone and holder can be detached from 
the trolley with a simple twist. Insert the JuCad umbrella 
pin into the umbrella extension to create an extra 10 cm of 
space under the umbrella and keep your smartphone and 
digital scorecard in view at all times.
art. no. JUHS, € 129

2 JuCad Velcro smartphone holder 
The Velcro support ensures stable and secure hold. The 
counterpart is attached to the handheld device. Also suita-
ble for other technical devices.
art. no. JGPSH, € 40

2

1 MUST
HAVE!
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3 JuCad bottle support
The practical bottle holder keeps your drinks always at your 
fingertips. Suitable for all JuCad trolleys, easy self-assembly. 
Diameter 7 cm / 2.8 inch
art. no. JFH2, € 18
The JuCad insulated bottle can be found on page 125.

4 JuCad smartbag
This practical accessory bag for all JuCad golf trolleys  
accommodates golf accessories and valuables in two  
divided compartments. The top section features an addi-
tional zipped compartment, in the lower section a separate 
cool bag compartment will keep your drinks cold. Velcro 
fasteners for easy attachment to any JuCad trolley. 
Dimensions: 21.5x15.5x34 cm / 8.5x6.1x13.4 inch.
art. no. JAC2, € 59

5 JuCad accessory bag
Golf accessories can be stowed away quickly in the practical 
accessory bag, and are always within reach. Easily installation 
to the trolley through a Velcro fastener. Dimensions: 36x15 cm / 
14.2x5.9 inch diameter. 
art. no. JAC, € 39

6 JuCad dog leash
The elegant dog holder with automatic retractor system avoids 
entangling of the leash and always keeps the right distance. 
Length: 65 cm / 25.6 inch, includes spring hook. Suitable for all 
JuCad models. 
art. no. JHH, € 40

5

6

4

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

Trolley accessories
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JuCad Cleaning and Care

All JuCad trolleys benefit from pro-
per maintenance. Here are a few 
tips to help you enjoy your JuCad 
trolley for a long time to come:

Although the trolleys are largely maintenance-free, regular 
and proper care is recommended, especially when used fre-
quently. All moving parts and the trolley‘s axle connections 
are coated with a transparent lubricant film at the factory to 
ensure maximum driving and operating comfort. This trans-
parent lubricant film may darken over time, so it is worth 
cleaning the relevant areas occasionally.

During a round of golf, grass, dirt or sand will accumulate 
on the trolley. After use, it is best to clean your trolley with a 
slightly damp, soft microfibre cloth. Wheels can be cleaned 
with an air pressure device, a damp cloth or - when deta-
ched from the trolley - individually in water. Electric trolleys 
should generally not be cleaned with a pressure washer. If 
a trolley ends up in a water hazard, please do not continue 
to use it even if it is still in working condition, but contact 
JuCad Service immediately and follow the tips and instruc-
tions to avoid consequential and long-term damage.

To ensure that plug-in and folding connections as well as 
joints and wheel suspensions continue to run smoothly and 
easily, they should be cleaned regularly. For this, JuCad re-
commends the very effective care set (p. 67) with special 
cleaner and care & protection fluid for all golf trolleys made 
of titanium, carbon, stainless steel and aluminium.

During the winter period or longer breaks from playing, it is 
recommended to store the battery fully charged in a cool 
and dry place. The optimum storage temperature is bet-
ween 10 and 20 degrees Celsius. Freezing temperatures be-
low 0° C should be avoided during longer storage periods. 
JuCad recommends disconnecting the Powerpack from 
both charger and trolley during the winter or storage period.



2
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1

4

1 JuCad maintenance kit
For cleaning and protection of all JuCad golf trolleys in 
titanium, stainless steel, aluminium and carbon. Com-
prises special cleaning liquid, micro lubrication with 
nano- coating, axle protectors with cleaning fleece and  
microfibre cleaning cloth.
art. no. JPS, € 35

2 JuCad flight battery 
Certified flight battery (98.3 WH) for your travels,  
available as an additional Powerpack including charger. 
art. no. JREISEPP,  € 649 

3 JuCad Powerpack - battery bracket
The handmade stainless steel powerpack battery holder 
is easily attached to your electric trolley. Suitable for all 
JuCad Powerpacks. 
JuCad recommends the storage of the battery within 
the golf bag. All our golf bags are provided with an 
additional pocket for the Powerpack at the back, in 
order to enable an optimal weight distribution for the 
trolley. The placement inside the golf bag provides 
following advantages:
• The elegant and sporty design of the JuCad trolley  
 remains unchanged
• Of protection against vibration and humidity foster  
 an extended lifetime of the battery
• An accumulation of mud, sand or grass is pre- 
 vented – the clean solution

€ 100 
art. no. JPPH-SI, silver (Titanium and Stainless Steel 
trolleys)
art. no. JPPH-BL, black (Carbon and Alu+ trolleys)
art. no. JPPHP-SI, silver (Phantom models)

4 JuCad mobile charger  
Use the JuCad car charger to recharge the JuCad 
Powerpack in your car while on the move. For all 2.0 
electric trolleys.
€ 120 
art. no. JML2-MS (with magnetic plug) 

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

Trolley accessories
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JuCad trolley accessories 1

2

1 JuCad carbon golfer seat
The extremely light JuCad golfer stool made of full carbon 
is equipped with a high-quality and weather resistant 
seating. It can be easily mounted to your JuCad trolley 
and comes inside a practical nylon transport cover.
art. no. JGSC-BL (Carbon black) € 299
art. no. JGSC-SI (Carbon, silver finish) € 299

2 JuCad cigar and cigarette holder
That‘s got style! The JuCad holder for cigars and ciga-
rettes made of satin-finish stainless steel can be used 
single-handed. Suitable for all JuCad trolleys.
art. no. JZH, € 80

3 JuCad ashtray
The handmade JuCad titanium ashtray is simply used 
as a bag clip-on. Can be engraved with your name free 
of charge. 
art. no. JAB, € 80

3

1
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Trolley accessories

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

Your golf equipment personalised –
as individual as you are.

All JuCad golf bags, JuCad umbrellas as well as JuCad transport and carry
bags are customisable with an imprint.



Your golf equipment personalised –
as individual as you are.

Customise your accessories with your name, initials or 
company and club logo or give your loved ones a very 
personal gift.

Name print 
> Printing of name and initials is available in black, white,
red, blue and gold plus three different fonts.
art. no. JPRINT, € 30

Logo print 
> Your Logo is applied digitally in four-colour printing. A
printable template will be required.
art. no. JPRINT-L, € 49

Great umbrella
and bag choice!
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GOLF BAGS

COLOURFUL

WATERPROOF

VERSATILE

INNOVATIVE



JuCad Bag Manager Dry 
Waterproof, featherlight bag with organizer

100 % waterproof fabric and high quality zippers for a comfortable game of
golf in any weather conditions. The shaft friendly organizer prevents rattling
club heads to provide a calm and stress free game.

€ 429

Details:

> 100% waterproof nylon fabric with sealed high-end zippers
> 14 full-length club divisions with club head separator for irons, 9 inch
> Integrated oversize putter compartment
> Spacious, easily accessible outside pockets
> Separate umbrella fixing system
> Large insulated pocket for drinks
> Glove and towel holder
> Detachable accessories pocket
> Comfortable handles
> Dedicated compartment for JuCad Powerpack
> Bag height: 104 cm / 41 inch
> Weight 3 kg / 6.6 lbs
> Customisable with your name, initials or logo, see page 69-70

100 % WATERPRO
O

F
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Colours:

white-blue
art. no. JBMD-WB

black-titanium
art. no. JBMD-ST

black
art. no. JBMD-BL

blue-white-red
art. no. JBMD-BWR

black-white-red
art. no. JBMD-SW

black-pink
art. no. JBMD-SRP

waterproof nylon fabric

External putter clip
optional (p. 126)

Waterproof fabricSoftly padded club head separator 
with 9 compartments for irons,
5 compartments for woods and
putter

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

GOLF BAGS



JuCad Bag Aquastop PLUS  
Waterproof lightweight

This lightweight, sporty and waterproof bag is the perfect companion in any 
weather conditions. Whether you are a beginner or a pro, with this golf bag 
everything you need is always at hand so you can concentrate fully on your 
game. Perfect comfort on every round of golf and in any weather.

€ 389

Details:

> 100 % waterproof nylon fabric with new waterproof zip system
> 14 full-length club divisions, 9 inch
> Integrated oversize putter compartment
> Spacious, easily accessible outer pockets
> Separate umbrella fixing system
> Large insulated cooler compartment
> Glove and towel holder
> Detachable accessories pocket
> Comfortable handles
> Dedicated compartment for JuCad Powerpack
> Including club cover and shoulder strap
> Bag height: 88 cm / 34.5 inch
> Weight 2.9 kg / 6.4 lbs
> Customisable with your name, initials or logo, see page 69-70

100 % WATERPRO
O

F

NEW!
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Colours:
waterproof nylon fabric

black-white-red
art. no. JBAP-SW

white-grey
art. no. JBAP-WG

black-green
art. no. JBAP-SRG

black-gold
art. no. JBAP-SRGO

white-dark blue
art. no. JBAP-WB

black
art. no. JBAP-BL

black-titanium
art. no. JBAP-ST

blue-white-red,
racing design
art. no. JBAP-RC

black-grey-pink
art. no. JBAP-SGP

GOLF BAGS

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com



JuCad Bag Silence Dry  
Waterproof bag with clip-system

This bag offers multiple advantages: 100% waterproof nylon fabric, minimal
weight, plenty of storage space and full-length club divisions with a clip sys-
tem for securing up to 14 clubs for a quiet round of golf. 

€ 379

DetailS:

> 100% waterproof nylon fabric with sealed high-end zippers
> 10 full-length club divisions, 9 inch
> Integrated oversize putter compartment
> Clip-system for fixing up to 14 club shafts
> Spacious, easily accessible outside pockets
> Separate umbrella fixing system
> Large insulated pocket for drinks
> Glove and towel holder
> Comfortable handles
> Dedicated compartment for JuCad Powerpack
> Incl. club cover and shoulder strap
> Bag height: 91 cm / 36 inch
> Weight 2.5 kg / 5.5 lbs
> Customisable with your name, initials or logo, see page 69-70

100 % WATERPRO
O

F



dark blue
art. no. JBSD-B

blue-red
art. no. JBSD-BR

black-red
art. no. JBSD-SR

dark blue-pink
art. no. JBSD-BP

white-yellow
art. no. JBSD-WG

black-titanium
art. no. JBSD-ST

Colours:
waterproof nylon fabric

Clip-system for fixing
of club shafts
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GOLF BAGS



JuCad Bag Pro  
Your classic tour bag

Golf like a pro! With its waterproof leather look, this lightweight yet robust
bag is the perfect companion for the experienced player. With its tour design
this bag meets the spatial requirements of professionals and offers a secure
stand on both course and trolley. 

€ 379

Details:

> 100% waterproof fabric with sealed high-end zippers
> 10 full-length club divisions, 10 inch
> Integrated oversize putter compartment
> Clip-system for fixing up to 14 club shafts
> Spacious, easily accessible outside pockets
> Separate umbrella fixing system
> Large insulated pocket for drinks
> Towel ring
> Comfortable handles
> Dedicated compartment for JuCad Powerpack
> Incl. club cover and shoulder strap
> Bag height: 90 cm / 35 inch
> Weight: 3.8 kg / 8.4 lbs
> Customisable with your name, initials or logo, see page 69-70

100 % WATERPRO
O

F



Colours:

black-silver
art. no. JBPRO-SS  

blue-white
art. no. JBPRO-BW

white-black
art. no. JBPRO-WS

black
art. no. JBPRO-BL

Clip-system for fixing
of club shafts
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GOLF BAGS



JuCad Bag 2 in 1 Waterproof  
Waterproof cart and carry bag

This sporty featherweight bag doubles as a carry bag with legs and as a cart
bag. Thanks to the intelligent self-closing system for the feet, the bag can be
placed upright on the trolley. A true allrounder. 

€ 329

DetailS:

> 100% waterproof nylon fabric with sealed high-end zippers
> 14 full-length club divisions, 9 inch
> Hybrid function cart and carry bag
> Self-closing system for supporting legs
> Anti-slip rubber feet
> Spacious, easily accessible outside pockets
> Softly padded compartment for your valuables
> Separate umbrella fixing system
> Large insulated pocket for drinks
> Glove and towel holder
> Comfortable handles
> Integrated outlet for Powerpack cable
> Incl. club cover and padded double backpack shoulder straps
> Bag height: 91 cm / 36 inch
> Weight 2.4 kg / 5.3 lbs
> For lighter golfing equipment up to 10 kg / 22 lbs
> Customisable with your name, initials or logo, see page 69-70

100 % WATERPRO
O

F
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Colours:
waterproof nylon fabric

black
art. no. JBWP-BL

black-titanium
art. no. JBWP-ST

black-white-red
art. no. JBWP-SW

white-green
art. no. JBWP-WG

blue-white-red
art. no. JBWP-BWR

grey-green
art. no. JBWP-GRG

Hybrid function cart and carry bag with
self-closing system for legs

14 full-length club divisions

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

GOLF BAGS



JuCad Bag Aqualight  
Waterproof lightweight 2 in 1

This waterproof bag offers all the comfort you expect when playing in the
rain, when travelling or on shorter rounds. Thanks to the intelligent self- 
closing system for the feet, the bag can be placed upright on the trolley.

€ 199

DetailS:

> 100% waterproof fabric with sealed high-end zippers
> 4 full-length club divisions, 7.5 inch
> Hybrid function cart and carry bag
> Self-closing system for supporting legs
> Anti-slip rubber feet
> Spacious, easily accessible outside pockets
> Glove and towel holder
> Dedicated compartment for Powerpack with integrated outlet for 
 Powerpack cable
> Incl. club cover and padded double backpack shoulder straps
> Bag height: 89 cm / 35 inch
> Weight: 2.7 kg / 6 lbs
> Customisable with your name, initials or logo, see page 69-70

100 % WATERPRO
O

F
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GOLF BAGS

black
art. no. JBAL-BL

blue-red
art. no. JBAL-BR

green-orange
art. no. JBAL-GO

red-white
art. no. JBAL-RW

Colours:



JuCad Bag Luxury  
Your extravagant eye-catcher

Unique and unmistakable, the main focus is on the stunning design
with very elaborate and exclusive embroidery for golfers looking for
the extravagant. The holographic mirror design showcases the bag
three-dimensionally, making it a true eye-catcher. 

€ 1,199

DetailS:

> 9 inch
> Spacious, easily accessible outside pockets
> Separate umbrella fixing system
> Towel ring
> Comfortable handle
> Dedicated compartment for JuCad Powerpack
> Incl. club cover and shoulder strap
> Incl. attachable neoprene bottle holder
> Bag height: 90 cm / 35 inch
> Weight 3.5 kg / 7.7 lbs

Paradise, € 1,199
art. no. JBLUX-P

The Luxury Bag comes
with a practical
neoprene bottle holder.

WATER-REPELLEN
T
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Colours:

Paris, € 1,199
art. no. JBLUX-PA

Japan, € 1,199
art. no. JBLUX-J

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

GOLF BAGS



JuCad Bag Luxury  
an exquisite highlight

Lion, € 1,199
art. no. JBLUX-L

blue, € 1,199
art. no. JBLUX-B



Rhino, € 1,199
art. no. JBLUX-R
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black, € 1,199
art. no. JBLUX-BL

white, € 1,199
art. no. JBLUX-WH

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

GOLF BAGS



NEW! JuCad Bag First Class
A truly first class bag

This premium bag with its elegantly quilted retro-look exterior and water- 
repellent, leather-effect surface is packed with features. The two front  
outer pockets can be opened easily and quickly with magnetic clasps. The 
top pouch with magnetic closures provides super-fast access (e.g. for the 
rangefinder) and can be detached with a Velcro fastener which conceals the 
bag fasteners underneath. Thanks to the magnetic clasp, the spacious drinks 
compartment can also be accessed easily. Your valuables are safely stored 
in an internal zip pocket which can be secured with a lock, while various other 
accessory compartments facilitate handling during the game.

€ 399

Details:
> water-repellent fabric with high-end magnetic closures and zippers
> 14 full-length club divisions, 9 inch
> Integrated oversize putter compartment
> Spacious waterproof, easily accessible outer pockets
> Sealable inner pocket for valuables
> Large insulated cooler compartment with magnetic closure
> Two additional expandable folding pockets for drinks
> Quick-access front pocket with magnetic clasp
> Sunglasses pouch
> Pockets for scorecard, pens and tees
> Separate umbrella fixing system
> Glove and towel holder
> Detachable accessories pocket
>  Comfortable handles
>  Dedicated compartment for JuCad Powerpack
>  Including club cover and shoulder strap
>  Bag height: 88 cm /34.5 inch
>  Weight 4.6 kg / 10 lbs
>  Customisable with your name, initials or logo, see page 69-70

WATER-REPELLEN
T
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GOLF BAGS

black 
art. no. JBFC-S 

black-white 
art. no. JBFC-SW 

black-pink
art. no.  JBFC-SP  

blue
art. no. JBFC-B

Colours:

Large insulated cooler
compartment with magnetic 
closure and two additional
expandable folding pockets 
for drinks.

black-red 
art. no. JBFC-SR  



JuCad Bag Manager PLUS  
Water-repellent all-rounder

The JuCad bag Manager PLUS has a host of features to make a golfer‘s  
life easier. Water-repellent, high-quality fabric in leather look and waterproof 
zippers make the bag absolutely robust and easy to clean. 14 club com- 
partments with club head slots fix every iron in position for immediate  
availability at all times - clanging club heads are a thing of the past.

€ 349

DetailS:

> Water-repellent fabric in leather look with waterproof zippers
>  14 full-length club dividions with club head separator for irons, 9 inch
>  External oversize putter tube
>  Tee holder
>  Spacious, easily accessible outside pockets
>  Softly padded compartment for your valuables and net pocket
>  Separate umbrella compartment
>  Large insulated pocket for drinks
>  Glove and towel holder
>  Comfortable handles
>  Dedicated compartment for JuCad Powerpack
> Incl. club cover and shoulder strap
>  Bag height: 100 cm / 39 inch
>  Weight 4 kg / 8.8 lbs
>  Customisable with your name, initials or logo, see page 69-70

WATER-REPELLEN
T



GOLF BAGS

Colours:

black
art. no. JBMP-BL

black-grey
art. no. JBMP-SGR

dark blue-white
art. no. JBMP-BW

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com 90  |  91

14 full-length club  
dividions with club head 
separator for irons.



JuCad Bag Style  
Elegant and sporty - a real eye catcher

With its modern design and finest materials, the bag is sporty yet elegant.
The 14 full-length club compartments, external putter tube and the extralarge
insulated drinks pocket make the 9-inch bag a functional companion
on the golf course. 

€ 329

DetailS:

> 14 full-length club divisions, 9 inch
>  External oversize putter tube
>  Tee holder
>  Spacious, easily accessible outside pockets
>  Softly padded compartment for your valuables and net pocket
>  Separate umbrella compartment
>  Large insulated pocket for drinks
>  Glove and towel holder
>  Detachable accessories pocket
>  Comfortable handles
>  Dedicated compartment for JuCad Powerpack
>  Incl. club cover with integrated rain cover and shoulder strap
>  Bag height: 90 cm / 35 inch
>  Weight 3.5 kg / 7.7 lbs
>  Customisable with your name, initials or logo, see page 69-70

W
AT

ER-REPELLENT with integrated rain cover



Colours:
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white-blue-beige
art. no. JBST-WBB

dark blue 
art. no. JBST-DB

light blue 
art. no. JBST-HB

red  
art. no. JBST-RO

dark brown 
art. no. JBST-BR

honey yellow
art. no. JBST-GE

dark green  
art. no. JBST-G

black
art. no. JBST-BL

white
art. no. JBST-WH2

grey 
art. no. JBST-GR

brown-white
art. no. JBST-BRW

light green  
art. no. JBST-HG

nylon/leather optic

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

GOLF BAGS

NEW! NEW!NEW!

NEW!



JuCad Bag Manager Aquata  
Water repellent bag with organizer

Your perfect companion in any weather with a 100% waterproof pocket for
sensitive valuables. A shaft-friendly organiser fixes each iron ensuring calm,
stress-free rounds. 

€ 299

DetailS:

> Water repellent material with high-end zippers
>  14 full-length club divisions with club head separator for irons, 9 inch
>  External oversize putter tube
>  Spacious, easily accessible outside pockets
>  100% waterproof, softly padded compartment for your valuables
>  Separate umbrella fixing system
>  Large insulated pocket for drinks
>  Glove and towel holder
>  Comfortable handles
>  Dedicated compartment for JuCad Powerpack
>  Incl. club cover and shoulder strap
>  Bag height: 100 cm / 39 inch
>  Weight 3.5 kg / 7.7 lbs
>  Customisable with your name, initials or logo, see page 69-70

WATER-REPELLEN
T
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Colours:

grey-white
art. no. JBMA-GRW

black-red-grey
art. no. JBMA-SRGR

blue-white-red
art. no. JBMA-BWR

white-blue-grey
art. no. JBMA-WBGR

blue-white-green
art. no. JBMA-BWG

Softly padded club head  
separator with 9 compartments  
for irons, 5 compartments for 
woods and putter plus external 
putter tube

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

GOLF BAGS



JuCad Bag to roll  
Cart bag with wheels and organiser

Whether with trolley or golf cart, on the course or en route to the driving
range: equipped with two smooth-running wheels and a telescopic pull-out
handle, you can cover all distances comfortably with the Bag to Roll. A shaft-
friendly organizer keeps every iron in place and ensures calm, stress-free
rounds. 

€ 299

DetailS:

> Water repellent material with high-end zippers
>  10 full-length club divisions, 9 inch
>  Integrated oversize putter compartment
> Clip-system for fixing up to 14 club shafts
>  Two free running wheels, comfortable telescopic extendable handle
>  Spacious, easily accessible outside pockets
>  Separate umbrella fixing system
>  Large insulated pocket for drinks
>  Glove and towel holder
>  Comfortable handle
>  Dedicated compartment for JuCad Powerpack
>  Incl. club cover with integrated rain cover and shoulder strap
>  Bag height: 92 cm / 36 inch
>  Weight: 4 kg / 8.8 lbs
>  Customisable with your name, initials or logo, see page 69-70

WATER-REPELLEN
T



Colours:

black
art. no. JBROLL-BL

black-white-red
art. no. JBROLL-SWR

dark blue-white
art. no. JBROLL-BW
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GOLF BAGS



JuCad Bag Captain Dry  
Water repellent sports talent

For golfers who love a sporty look in any weather. Water-repellent with a
100% waterproof valuables compartment and spacious outside pockets, this
super light bag offers plenty of storage space for everything you need during
your round of golf. 

€ 299

DetailS:

> Water repellent material with high-end zippers
>  14 full-length club divisions, 9.5 inch
> Integrated oversize putter compartment
>  Tee holder
>  Spacious, easily accessible outside pockets
>  100% waterproof, softly padded compartment for your valuables
>  Separate umbrella fixing system
>  Large insulated pocket for drinks
>  Glove and towel holder
>  Pen holder
>  Detachable accessories pocket
>  Comfortable handle
>  Dedicated compartment for JuCad Powerpack
>  Incl. club cover and shoulder strap
>  Bag height: 91 cm / 36 inch
>  Weight 2.4 kg / 5.3 lbs
>  Customisable with your name, initials or logo, see page 69-70

WATER-REPELLEN
T



All JuCad golf bags feature our
proven Powerpack compartment
at the back. It protects your
battery from direct sunlight,
vibration, moisture and dirt.

Colours:
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black-titanium
art. no. JBCD-ST

white-grey
art. no. JBCD-WGR

grey-green
art. no. JBCD-GRG

grey-red
art. no. JBCD-GRR

grey-pink
art. no. JBCD-GRP

grey-blue
art. no. JBCD-GRB

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

GOLF BAGS



JuCad Bag Sporty  
Ultralight and well organized

Its unrivalled lightness is only one of many highlights. This featherweight
with its club divisions featuring a smart click system covered with duplex
rubber coating to hold your clubs securely in place allows for a clear over-
view and a relaxed round of golf.  

€ 249

DetailS:

> 10 full-length club divisions, 8 inch
>  Integrated oversize putter compartment
> Clip-system for fixing up to 14 club shafts
> Tee holder
> Spacious, easily accessible outside pockets
> Softly padded compartment for your valuables
> Separate umbrella fixing system
> Large insulated pocket for drinks
> Glove and towel holder
> Comfortable handles
> Dedicated compartment for JuCad Powerpack
> Incl. club cover with integrated rain cover and shoulder strap
> Bag height: 90 cm / 35 inch
> Weight: 2.3 kg / 5 lbs
> Customisable with your name, initials or logo, see page 69-70

W
AT

ER-REPELLENT with integrated rain cover



Clip-system for fixing
of club shafts

Colours:

black
art. no. JBSPY-BL 

white
art. no. JBSPY-WH

black-pink
art. no. JBSPY-SP

black-yellow
art. no. JBSPY-SY

black-blue
art. no. JBSPY-SB
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JuCad Bag Fly  
2 in 1 – carry and cart

This carry bag scores in all respects. Thanks to its intelligent design with a
practical folding mechanism, the carry bag can be used as a cart bag in spite
of its legs. The bag division with its clip system allows for clear overview and
a relaxed round of golf.

€ 179

DetailS:

> 10 full-length club divisions, 9 inch
> Integrated oversize putter compartment
> Clip-system for fixing up to 14 club shafts
> Hybrid function cart and carry bag
> Self-closing system for supporting legs
> Anti-slip rubber feet
> Spacious outside pockets with integrated outlet for Powerpack cable
> Softly padded compartment for your valuables
> 2 insulated cooling compartments for drinks
> Glove and towel holder
> Pen holder
> Comfortable upper handles
> Incl. club cover and padded double backpack shoulder straps
> Bag height: 92 cm / 36 inch
> Weight: 3.2 kg / 7 lbs
> For lighter golfing equipment up to 10 kg / 22 lbs
> Customisable with your name, initials or logo, see page 69-70



Colours:

white-red
art. no. JBFLY-WR

black-titanium
art. no. JBFLY-ST

Practical padded double
backpack shoulder straps

Hybrid function cart and
carry bag with self-closing
system for legs
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JuCad Bag Superlight  
Featherweight with 2 in 1 function

The durable bag offers the comfort you are used to, even in winter, when
travelling or on a „quick round“. Thanks to the intelligent self-closing system
for the feet, the bag can be placed upright on the trolley.

€ 169

Details:

> 4 full-length club divisions, 7 inch
> Hybrid function cart and carry bag
> Self-closing system for supporting legs
> Anti-slip rubber feet
> Spacious, easily accessible outside pockets
> Towel ring
> Dedicated compartment for Powerpack with integrated outlet for 
 Powerpack cable
> Incl. club cover and padded double backpack shoulder straps
> Bag height: 89 cm / 35 inch
> Weight: 1.3 kg / 2.9 lbs
> Customisable with your name, initials or logo, see page 69-70



Colours:
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white-blue
art. no. JBSL-WB

grey-white
art. no. JBSL-GW

black
art. no. JBSL

black-white
art. no. JBSL-SW

Hybrid function cart and
carry bag with self-closing
system for legs

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

GOLF BAGS



JuCad Bag Sunday 
Bag for training or a quick round of golf

Made of extra light yet durable nylon fabric, this bag is ideal for a short round
of golf, on the driving range or for travelling. Transport handle and carry
strap allow for easy handling and stowing in your car boot.

€ 79

DetailS:

> 5 inch carry bag with two divisions for up to 5 clubs
> Self-closing system for supporting legs
> Anti-slip rubber feet
> Velcro strip for attaching your gloves
> One practical outside pocket
> Snap hook for towel
> Practical transport handle and carry strap
> Incl. club cover
> Bag height: 81 cm / 32 inch
> Weight: 0.9 kg / 2 lbs

black
art. no. JBSUN



Discover our wide range
of accessories
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JuCad Putter 
Precise and accurate

1 JuCad putter X900
The noble design of this stainless steel JuCad putter is eye catching. Striking
are the CNC-milled face and the dual finish in glare-free mat optic. The middle
pin is available in two colours and continues the target line for a precise align-
ment. The JuCad jumbo putter grip of the X900 ensures a firm hold and pro-
vides additional confidence and control on the green. A surprisingly forgiving
and easy to play putter for a perfect feeling on the green. The JuCad X900 can
be offered with a personal or name engravement (up to 20 characters on each
side). With a mat black or mat white pin. Head weight: 365 g. Available in 32-
36 inch, standard size 35 inch. 

art. no. JPX900-S   (with black pin) € 220
art. no. JPX900-W  (with white pin) € 220

2 | 3 | 4  JuCad putter X stainless steel
All JuCad’s stainless steel putters are precision-milled from a single piece 
thus ensuring a stable and sensitive putt. The continuous target line and matt, 
glare-free finish facilitate alignment. The CNC-milled face allows for constant 
ball-roll of the ball and optimal distance control. The putters come equipped 
with a JuCad jumbo putter grip (in a variety of colours). The soft-grip material 
sits comfortably in the hand and guarantees maximum security and comfort 
on the green. Putter lengths available from 32 to 36 inch, standard size 35 
inch. 

€ 200
Three versions are available: the Blade Putter with an extra-narrow head, the 
Half-mallet Putter and the Mallet Putter featuring a large rearward tapering 
head.
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1

3

2

4

Image 2 | Blade Putter X600 Head weight 370 g, art. no. JPX600  € 200
Image 3 | Half-mallet Putter X700 Head weight 380 g, art. no. JPX700 € 200
Image 4 | Mallet Putter X800 Head weight 370 g, right and left handed versions, art. no. JPX800 € 200

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

Golf accessories



5 | 6 | 7 JuCad putter X matt black
The matt black putter series features high level craftsmanship and stands out 
through its sporty, elegant design. Precisionmilled from a single piece, the 
triple-line layout – especially the solid red sight line – and the matt glare-free 
head contour support precise alignment. The grooved striking face intensifies 
ball contact and ensures a well-controlled, straight roll of the ball, even at a 
distance. The putters are equipped with a JuCad jumbo putter grip. The soft-
grip material sits comfortably in the hand and guarantees maximum security 
and comfort on the green. Grips can be chosen from a variety of colours. Put-
ter lengths available from 32 to 36 inch, standard size 35 inch. € 250
Three versions are available: the Blade Putter with an extra-narrow head, the 
Half-mallet Putter and the Mallet Putter featuring a large rearward tapering 
head.

8 JuCad putter Titanium
A unique putting feel is provided by the CNC-cut JuCad titanium putter. The 
heavy and low weight distribution gives good balance. The head is manu- 
factured from solid titanium with a precision cut putting surface ensuring a 
reactive feedback to learn from the feel your putt. Delivery with convenient 
JuCad jumbo putter grip. Head weight: 450 g. Available in 32-36 inch, standard 
size 35 inch.
art. no. JPXTI. € 350

 

JuCad Putter 
Precise and accurate

Image 5 | Blade Putter X100 Head weight 370 g, art. no. JPX100 € 250 
Image 6 | Half-mallet Putter X200 Head weight 380 g, art. no. JPX200 € 250
Image 7 | Mallet Putter X300 Head weight 370 g, art. no. JPX300 € 250

Titanium Putter | JPXTI
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Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

Golf accessories

9 Jumbo putter grips
Upgrade your putter with this exclusive putter grip. The soft and grippy material
ensures a good putting feeling. Wide range of colours, matching most brands 
and types of putters.
art. no. JPG1 to JPG12. € 20



The following golf
items can be stowed
in our travelcovers:

21

1

1x carry bag (Superlight) + trolley 
or 1 cart bag

JuCad travelcover

The manoeuvrable and extremely hard-wearing JuCad travel covers ensure 
that your golf equipment is travelling securely! Your JuCad trolley fits toge-
ther with your golf bag inside the JuCad travelcover. Suitable for all JuCad 
manual and electric trolleys with a folding measure of up to 65x35x15 cm 
/ 25.5x23.5x5.9 inch.

1 JuCad Protector for your travelcover, protects your clubs during the 
journey. Individually extendable up to 133 cm (for more information please
refer to page 128). Art. no. JP, € 39

2 Small Travelcover with hardtop
Perfect protection of the sensitive outer surface thanks to an ABS hard shell. 
Can be stowed compactly inside the hardtop to save space. Extremely du-
rable outer materials and a hard plastic base protecting the carry bag’s stand
mechanism. Two smooth-running wheels, convenient pull handle, fastening 
straps on the outside and inside, robust grab handle with 4-point fastening, 
lifting handle at the base and rubber rails on the rear for maximum transport
protection. Dimensions: 130x35x30 cm / 52x13.5x10.5 inch, 2.9 kg / 6.4 lb, 
black. Art. no. JTC-2, € 199 

3 Small Travelcover, fully padded, with 2 easy-glide wheels and grips 
for convenient transport. Incl. slide-in address tag and numerical lock. 
Measures: 130x30x24 cm / 51x12x9 inch, 3.5 kg/ 7.7 lb, black. 
art. no. JTC-XS, € 139

4 Medium Travelcover with thick padding and reinforced back. Equip-
ped with separate internal zipper pockets for your JuCad trolley wheels 
and frame parts, 2 wide-spaced and smoothrunning wheels, slide-in 
address tag and two extra compartments for accessories. Incl. numerical 
lock. Measures: 130x32x35 cm / 51x12.5x14 inch, 4 kg/ 8.8 lb, black.  
art. no. JTC-1, € 169

5 Large push travelcover with extra strong padding and reinforced 
back. 2 separate internal zipper pockets for JuCad wheels and frame parts. 
Free-standing, with 6 wide-spaced and smooth-running castors for conve-
nient upright pushing of the travel cover. Incl. safety belt, slide-in address 
tag and numerical lock. Measures: 137x37x32 cm / 54x14.5x12.5 inch, 4.5 
kg/ 9.9 lb, black. Art. no. JTC-XL, € 249
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2x carry bag (Superlight) 
or 1 cart bag
or 1 carry bag (Superlight) +
manual trolley

1x cart bag + trolley 1x cart bag + trolley
or 2 carry bags (Superlight) + trolley or 2 carry bags (Superlight) + trolley

or 2 carry bags (Waterproof, Fly)

43 5

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

Golf accessories



1 JuCad ladies fleece jacket 
Our snug, cosy fleece jacket with stand-up collar provides reliable protec-
tion against wind and chill. It allows maximum flexibility and the tailored 
fit makes for a shapely silhouette. An additional feature is the adjustable 
waistband. The jacket‘s front and outside pockets are secured by zippers. 
Easy-care, antipilling, breathable and quick-drying 100% polyester. 240g/
m² thermal performance.  
€ 49 
art. no. and sizes:
JF-S, JF-M, JF-L, JF-XL

JuCad Golf clothing

1
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2 JuCad men fleece jacket
Our super-warm fleece jacket with stand-up collar provides reliable pro-
tection against wind and chill. It allows maximum flexibility and good fit.
An additional feature is the adjustable waistband. The jacket‘s front, out-
side and breast pockets are secured by zippers. Easy-care, antipilling,  
breathable and quick-drying 100% polyester. 280g/m² thermal performance.
€ 49
art. no. and sizes:
JFLEECE-S, -M, -L, -XL, -XXL

3 JuCad quilted waistcoat 
The light quilted waistcoat for men, in sporty elegant blue with red lining,
is ideal for chilly temperatures. The waterrepellent outer nylon material 
is windproof and its inner lining of synthetic cotton of 100% polyester 
retains warmth effectively. 
€ 69 
art. no. and sizes:
JW-S, JW-M, JW-L, JW-XL

3

2
JuCad Golf clothing

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com
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JuCad Caps

JuCad Cap beige
art. no. JCAP-BE

JuCad Cap white
art. no. JCAP-W

JuCad Cap USA
art. no. JCAP-US

JuCad Cap GT
art. no. JCAP-GT

JuCad Cap red
art. no. JCAP-R

JuCad Cap blue
art. no. JCAP-B

JuCad Cap orange
art. no. JCAP-O

JuCad Cap black
art. no. JCAP

JuCad Cap grey
art. no. JCAP-GR

JuCad Cap yellow
art. no. JCAP-Y

JuCad Cap green
art. no. JCAP-G

JuCad Cap pink
art. no. JCAP-P

JuCad Cap Racing
art. no. JCAP-RC

JuCad Cap SPECIAL
art. no. JCAP-JSP

1 JuCad Cap soft
Stylish caps made of durable, skin-friendly and breathable microfibre. Size 
adjustable, washable, quick-drying and moisture-regulating. 100% polyester.
€ 20

1
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JuCad Cap black
„Hunter“ style
art. no. JCAP-H

JuCad Cap-Visor pink
art. no. JVIS-P

JuCad Cap-Visor white
art. no. JVIS-WH

JuCad Cap
blue-camouflage
„Hunter“ style
art. no. JCAP-HCB

JuCad Cap white
„Hunter“ style
art. no. JCAP-HW

JuCad Cap
grey-camouflage
„Hunter“ style
art. no. JCAP-HCGR

JuCad Cap
green-camouflage
„Hunter“ style
art. no. JCAP-HCG

JuCad Cap STEALTH
„Hunter“ style
art. no. JCAP-STH

1 JuCad Cap soft – Hunter style, € 20

3 JuCad Cap strong
Sporty, elegant cap with 3D embroidery - robust, skin friendly
and breathable. Size easily adjustable with metal buckle. 100%
polyester. € 29

white-blue, art. no. JCAP-WB
white-grey, art. no. JCAP-WGR
white-pink, art. no. JCAP-WP

2 JuCad Visor
Size adjustable, made of light, breathable microfibre in 
100% polyester. € 20  

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

Golf accessories



JuCad golf accessories & gift ideas

JuCad bag Aqualight, green-orange | JBAL-GO
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JuCad multifunctional scarf
The elastic and seamless microfibre functional scarf in JuCad design 
is versatile. Lightweight, breathable and quick-drying, it can be used as 
a scarf, mouth-nose protection, headband, cap, wind or dust protection, 
there are no limits to creativity. Washable at 40 degrees, 100% polyester.
Size: unisex.
€ 14

grey art. no. JMT
black art. no. JMT2
dark blue art. no. JMT3
dark green art. no. JMT4
pink art. no. JMT5
aqua-taupe art. no. JMT6

JuCad golf accessories & gift ideas

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

Golf accessories

Length 50 cm / 19.6 inch
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1

2b

2a

1 JuCad golf balls
Our new, aerodynamic JuCad golf ball - reliable from tee-off to green. Maximum
ball speed, absolute control and consistent trajectory, designed for the most 
discerning golfers. The 3-piece Premium Tour Performance Ball by JuCad is 
suitable for all handicaps. A high-energy rubber core with a low compression 
provides an exceptional ball feel and maximum ball speed. A layer of titanium 
condensed hybrid ionomer reduces spin on long shots. The durable Surlyn 
cover with 352 dimples ensures a stable trajectory and maximum flight time. 
Enjoy the perfect game with a soft ball feel and absolute control with the JuCad 
golf ball. 12 pc.
art. no. JBALL, € 24

2 JuCad telescopic ball retriever
The JuCad telescopic ball retriever allows you to retrieve golf balls, otherwise 
unreachable in water hazards or the rough. This investment pays off after only 
a few retrieved balls.

2 a | JuCad telescopic stainless steel ball retriever with durab-
le plastic basket and soft JuCad jumbo grip allowing simple and convenient  
handling. Easy to use, ultra-light and fits into every bag. Minimum length: 43 cm 
(1.4ft), 7 section twist and lock shaft, length up to 2 m (6.5 ft).
art. no. JTBA2, € 25

2 b | JuCad telescopic aluminium ball retriever, very robust, with 
metal basket. Easy to use, ultra-light and fits into every bag. Minimum length: 
1.10 m (3.6 ft), 3 section twist and lock shaft, maximum length: 3,65 m (12 ft).
art. no. JTBA3, € 25

JuCad golf accessories & gift ideas

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

Golf accessories



1 JuCad towel
High quality microfibre towel with clip-on hook. 3-fold. Dimensions:
40x50 cm / 15.7x19.6 inch. 
€ 14
 
 black art. no. JST
 white art. no. JST-W
 pink art. no. JST-P
 blue art. no. JST-B
 red art. no. JST-R

JuCad golf accessories & gift ideas

1

2

orange art. no. JST-O
green art. no. JST-G
yellow art. no. JST-Y
beige art. no. JST-BE
grey  art. no. JST-GR

2 JuCad functional towel
The extra large golf towel in waffle texture, with an elongated central 
opening, can be pulled over the handle bar or attached to the bag by a 
hook. Particularly hard-wearing, cleans and dries quickly.
Dimensions: 40x80 cm / 15.75x31.5 inch.
art. no. JST2, € 20

3 JuCad golf towel XXL Pro
The extra large golf towel made of water-absorbent, quick-drying cotton 
is extremely durable. It attaches to your bag with a practical loop.
Dimensions: 50x100 cm / 19.7x39.4 inch.
art. no. JGT, € 25

3
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4 JuCad head cover set 
This high quality head cover set for ultimate protection of your driver, fairway 
wood and hybrid heads. The soft material adapts perfectly to the club head’s 
shape, the inside is fur-lined velvet for scratch prevention. Neutral design, black, 
available in 3 sizes. For personalisation, all 3 club covers receive the same 
imprint.
art. no. JHC, € 49

5 JuCad Driver head cover set
With its integrated zip compartment, including 4 tees and the original JuCad 
divot tool, the driver head cover is manufactured to a high standard and always 
allows for easy access during your round of golf. The soft velvet material ad-
justs perfectly to the shape of the club head and protects it from damage. The 
cover is suitable for all standard and oversize 460cc golf drivers. Its long neck 
provides perfect protection for your shafts.
art. no. JHCD, € 29

Personalisation
Name print
> Printing of name and initials is available in black, white, red, 
blue and gold plus three different fonts.
art. no. JPRINT, € 30

Logo print
> Your Logo is applied digitally in four-colour printing. 
A printable template will be required.
art. no. JPRINT-L, € 49

4

5

JuCad golf accessories & gift ideas

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

Golf accessories

Personalise your
driver head cover and
club cover set with  
initials, company or  
club logo.



JuCad golf accessories & gift ideas

1 JuCad rain cover
Made of fast drying and durable material with easy fixture to any golf bag 
type. Requires no space in your golf bag! An outside pocket keeps tees and 
balls within your reach. € 30

black art. no. JRC
red  art. no. JRC-R

2 JuCad pocket umbrella
With the JuCad pocket umbrella you will never get caught in the rain again. 
The ideal companion for every occasion. With a practical automatic open 
and close mechanism for quick and easy opening. Colour: black.
art. no. JSMINI, € 39

2

2

1
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JuCad golf accessories & gift ideas

3 JuCad bottle support neoprene
Protection and insulation for your bottle of up to 1.5 litre. Water-repellent and 
equipped with a drawstring, the neoprene bottle support can be attached to 
the bag by clip-on hook for easy and safe storage.
art. no. JFHN, € 19

4 JuCad bottle cooler
With the practical JuCad bottle cooler, your drinks stay longer cold. Suitable 
for bottles up to 1 liter. Easy to clip-on your bag.
art. no. JGK, € 15

5 JuCad stainless steel insulated bottle
Our robust 500 ml insulated bottle, made of highquality stainless steel, keeps 
cold drinks at the right temperature for up to 6 hours and hot drinks for up 
to 12 hours. Easy to clean with leak-proof screw cap. Available with per- 
sonalised engraving on request. Diameter 6 cm / 2.4 inch.
art. no. JIF, € 19

JuCad insulated bottle including personalisation with name or initials.
art. no. JIF-P, € 25

4

5 3

3

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com
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JuCad golf accessories & gift ideas

1 JuCad brush
To clean your clubs during your round of golf, including a practical fixing clip.
art. no. JGSB, € 12

2 JuCad ball marker set
With 2 pens and template for easy identification of your golf balls.
art. no. JBMS, € 8

3 JuCad putter clip
Clip-on putter holder for your golf bag to keep your putter always at hand.
Including ball marker pin.
art. no. JPCC, € 8

4 JuCad divot tool
Noble divot tool made of stainless steel, extra long (45 mm) for fixing even 
deep ball marks. With magnetic ball marker. For all friends of a well shaped 
green..  
art. no. JPITCH, € 20

1 2

3

4
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JuCad golf accessories & gift ideas

6

5 JuCad putting mat
With extra long and padded surface as well as automatic ball return. 
Dimensions: 260x40 cm / 102.4x15.75 inch.
art. no. JPM, € 85

6 JuCad sticks
The JuCad sticks are the perfect training aid for golfers of all levels. 
Versatile practise drills will help you to improve your golf swing and alignment.
Two glass fibre sticks, O 8 mm / 3/4 inch, length 104 cm / 3.4 feet.
art. no. JSTICK, € 15

7 JuCad Chipping Net
Ultra-light yet durable training net for indoor and outdoor use. Train 
your short game effectively wherever you like with this practical chipping 
net. Compact storage, easy assembly and disassembly, incl. 12 practice 
balls. Dimensions: 63.5 x 63.5 cm / 25 x 25 inch.
art. no. JC, € 49 

5

7

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com
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JuCad JuCad golf accessories & gift ideas
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1

1 JuCad protector
The JuCad protector shelters your clubs inside the travelcover from 
rupture. Your equipment stays protected like under an umbrella. 
Individually extendable up to 133 cm/ 4.4 inch.
art. no. JP, € 39

2 JuCad tees
Extra long eco-friendly wooden tees, 70 mm / 2 3/4‘‘, blue. 15 pcs.
art. no. JT2, € 1

3 JuCad score pencil, Set of 5
Compact and easy for recording your score. Set of 5
art. no. JBS, € 2

4 JuCad ball and tee holder
Practical ball and tee holder made of high quality neoprene for 3 balls 
and 3 tees. To be clipped on your golf bag.
art. no. JNBH, € 10

5 JuCad soft scorecard holder
Elegant scorecard holder in exclusive leather design.
art. no. JLSH, € 15

5

4
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6 NEW! JuCad Sports Bag
The super lightweight bag in a sporty „honeycomb“ look is your handy com-
panion for workouts. Durable and water-repellent, it comes with a separa-
te vented compartment at the bottom, which can be used for shoes or wet 
clothes plus a lockable inner compartment for valuables. The bag features a 
main compartment, a bottom compartment with a 2-way zip, a mesh slide-
in pocket and zippered compartments on the front and left. This practical 
sports bag is easily wiped clean and can be carried in absolute comfort with 
integrated adjustable handles or a shoulder strap.
Colour: black
Material: PU
Dimensions:  l 60 x w 30 x h 32 cm / 23.6 x 11.8 x 12.6 inch
Volume: 58 l
Weight: 750 g
art. no. JSTAS, € 49

7 NEW! JuCad Travel Bag 
Our elegant travel bag with its exclusive leather look is the perfect compa-
nion for short trips or when going to the gym. The bag offers ample space 
for a change of clothes and toiletries, ideal to take with you as extra hand 
luggage. The front features an inner & outer zipped compartment plus an 
outer compartment with a 2-way zip and padded base.  Both the top-quality, 
durable inner lining in black camouflage design and outer material can easily 
be cleaned with a damp cloth. Thanks to the additional shoulder strap, this 
chic travelling companion is also comfortable to carry.
Colour: black
Material: man-made leather
Dimensions:  l 50 x h 30 x w 25 cm / 19.7 x 11.8 x 9.8 inch
Volume: 37 l
Weight: 1.53 kg
art. no. JRTAS, € 99

7

6

JuCad golf accessories & gift ideas

Order easily and conveniently online now: www.jucadgolf.com

NEW!

NEW!



JuCad golf accessories & gift ideas

1 JuCad sports bag
Your trendy companion on and off the fairway. Water repellent, with con- 
venient zipper pocket at the front and adjustable lace-up system. 
Dimensions: 33x40 cm / 13x15.7 inch. 
€ 20

black art. no. JSPORT-BL
grey art. no. JSPORT-GR
blue art. no. JSPORT-B

2 JuCad backpack
The trendy backpack with audio pocket is made of sturdy material and 
perfekt for travelling. With numerous compartments for valuables and 
equipment, as well as a separate pocket for your laptop. The padded 
straps and the reinforced back make the comfort complete. 
Dimensions: 32x23x48 cm / 12.6x9x18.9 inch.
art. no. JRU2, € 69

3 JuCad shoe bag
With ventilation and carry handle, black. 
Dimensions: 10x20x37 cm / 3.9x7.8x14.5 inch.
art. no. JR2, € 22

2

1

3
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JuCad golf accessories & gift ideas

4 JuCad miniature trolley – wine bottle holder
Why not surprise another golfing enthusiast with this highquality design golf 
trolley they will surely adore. This 1:3 scale ultimate eye-catcher can simply 
be used for decorative purposes or presented with wine and other beverage 
bottles. Alternatively, you may also choose to display your precious olive oil. 
The perfect gift for every occasion. 
Dimensions: 33x22.2x47.5 cm / 13x8.7x18.7 inch. 
Delivery without bottle or glass.
art. no. JMC, € 119

4

47,5 cm

22,2 cm

33 cm



2

max. 90 cm

60 cm

67 cm

58 cm

6 L
1 JuCad champagne trolley
An extraordinary surprise for your business partners or golf friends. The ex-
clusive manual miniature trolley made of stainless steel is equipped with a 
thermo-lined mini bag for cooling your champagne. The handle bar is height 
adjustable. The outside dimensions without the handle bar are 60x67x58 cm 
/ 23.6x26.4x23 inch. With this original catering idea every golf tournament or 
party will be an unforgettable event. Sensational: the miniature trolley will be 
traded in at its full purchase price when buying a new electric JuCad trolley.
Delivery without bottle.
art. no. JICE2, € 399

2 JuCad mini bag
For multiple use, e.g. as umbrella stand or wastepaper basket.
Height 58 cm / 23 inch, o 20 cm / 8 inch. 
€ 39

black  art. no. JSS
white  art. no. JSS-W

1JuCad golf accessories & gift ideas
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1 JuCad Gift Set 1
Everything you need for your next rounds of golf: convenient rain cover, 90 
extra long wooden tees, 12 golf balls, club towel and shoe bag. Regular  
selling price € 96
Special set price € 55
art. no. JGSET1

2 JuCad Gift Set 2
Practical neoprene ball and tee holder, 90 extra long wooden tees, 12 golf 
balls, ball marker set, club towel, club brush and shoe bag. Regular selling 
price € 96
Special set price € 70
art. no. JGSET2

3 JuCad Gift Set 3 
Premium golf accessories for your next rounds of golf: Wheel bag, club  
towel, club brush, neoprene ball and tee holder, ball marker set, 12 golf balls, 
divot tool, drinks cooler, telescopic ball retriever and 90 extra long wooden 
tees. Regular selling price € 173
Special set price € 119
art. no. JGSET3

4 JuCad Gift Set 4
Premium golf accessories for your next rounds of golf: Sports bag, club  
towel, club brush, neoprene ball and tee holder, ball marker set, 12 golf balls, 
divot tool, drinks cooler, telescopic ball retriever and 90 extra long wooden 
tees. Regular selling price € 154
Special set price € 105
art. no. JGSET4
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JuCad golf accessories & gift ideas



A beautiful game with JuCad
A beautiful game with JuStar



A beautiful game with JuStar
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JuStar Bag  
Functional golf partner

With its minimalistic and timeless design, the JuStar golf bag is sure to im-
press. Equipped with numerous outer pockets, valuables compartment with 
soft lining plus battery compartment, your entire equipment is always well 
organised and always ready at hand.  

art. no. STAR-BAG2, € 129  

DETAILS:

> Featherlight golf bag of durable material in black/titanium colour
> 14 club compartments, 9 inch
> Numerous spacious outside pockets
> Special soft lined compartment for your valuables
> Separate compartment for the JuStar battery
> Includes club cover and shoulder strap
> Weight approx. 2.4 kg / 5.3 lbs

Customisable with name or initials,  
art. no. JPRINT, € 30

Logo print, four-colour printing, 
art. no. JPRINT-L, € 49

Various different compatible bag models and 

a wide range of colours can be found at JuCad 

from page 72 and under www.jucadgolf.com



JUSTAR TROLLEY ACCESSORIES

All new purchases, whether JuStar golf bag,  
umbrellas or bags, can all be personalised with 
your name, initials or company/club logo.

10 JuStar carry bags
Robust padded carry bags for simple and
clean transportation in your car. Colour: black.
Carry bag for models:
- JuStar Silver
- JuStar Black Series
- JuStar Carbon Light
- JuStar Silver manual
Dimensions: 65x60x15 cm / 25.5x23.5x3.9 inch
art. no. STAR-T, € 139

Carry bag for foldable model JuStar Titan Classic.
Dimensions: 65x60x20 cm / 25.5x23.5x7.8 inch 
art. no. STAR-TC, € 139

11 Personalisation
Printing of name and initials is available in three 
different fonts in the colours black, white, red, blue 
or gold.
art. no. JPRINT, € 30

Logo print is available in four-colour printing.
A printable template is required.
art. no. JPRINT-L, € 49

10

11

Example JuStar bag: Logo print

Example carry bag:
Customisation with name

Example umbrella:
Customisation with initials

Customise your golf
equipment - 

it doesn‘t get more 
personal than this!



JUSTAR TROLLEY ACCESSORIES

5 JuStar brake
Optionally available for JuStar Silver manual trolley,  
upgradeable any time. 
art. no. STAR-B31, € 80

6 JuStar scorecard holder
Scorecard holder including ball-, tee and pencil 
brackets and waterproof cover. The hook and loop 
strap on the back permits attachment your golf glove.
Colour silver, art. no. STAR-SH, € 100 
Colour black, art. no. STAR-SHBL, € 100 

7 Engravement 
The JuStar Titan Classic and Carbon Light trolley 
can be provided upon request with a personal name 
etching. 
art. no. STAR-ÄTZ, € 20

8 JuStar golf umbrella
Umbrella with wind strap and pin to fit the umbrella 
holder on the trolley. Colour: silver (with UV-protection 
99%).
art. no. STAR-SI, € 79 

9 JuStar telescopic umbrella 
Golf umbrella with 15 cm stepless enlargement of
the shaft, suitable for your JuStar trolley.  
Coulour: silver (with UV-protection 99%).
art. no. STAR-SI3, € 129
 

5
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97

UV protection 99%
UPF 50+

8

Manual trolley

More compatible golf umbrellas and a wide 

range of colours can be found at JuCad from 

page 60 and under www.jucadgolf.com
 



JUSTAR ELECTRIC TROLLEY ACCESSORIES

1 JuStar remote control
Handy and clear transmitter. Have more fun on the golf 
course moving your trolley forwards, backwards, left, 
right or straight 10-20-30 m (11/22/33 yds)
automatically and stand-by. 
art. no. STAR-FS, € 399   

2 JuStar parking brake 
When buying a new trolley you can opt for an additio-
nal parking brake for security even on extremely steep
terrains. The parking brake guarantees a safe stand 
for the trolley.
art. no. STAR-PB, € 119

3 JuStar charge state display 
With the help of the JuStar charge state display, you 
can check the charging condition of your Powerpack.
art. no. STAR-LZA, € 39

4 JuStar Powerpack battery bracket
The handmade stainless steel powerpack battery 
holder is easily attached to your electric trolley. 
Suitable for all JuStar Powerpacks.
JuStar Titan Classic
art. no. STAR-PPH, colour silver, € 100
JuStar Silver, Black Series and Carbon
art. no. STAR-PPHBS, colour black, € 100

1
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JuStar SILVER manual

The sturdy, ultra-lightweight manual trolley

The sturdy JuStar Silver manual trolley enthrals with its ultra-lightweight design and 
robust aluminium frame. This manual trolley can be dissembled to a convenient 
packing size within seconds. State-of-the-art aluminium alloy premium material 
guarantees maximum stability and excellent handling. Comfortable, smooth-running
wheels also impress in challenging terrain. An optional parking brake ensures secure 
standing on hilly golf courses. The heightadjustable handle bar provides optimum 
relief for your back muscles. Let yourself be inspired by the effortlessness and 
dynamics of this golf trolley!  

€ 649 (3-wheeled) art. no. JUSTAR-SIM 
€ 549 (2-wheeled) art. no.  JUSTAR-2SIM

DETAILS:
> Lightweight aluminium alloy frame, titanium silver finish
 > Height-adjustable handle bar
> Secure and easy fixing of the golf bag, stationary bag supports
> Suitable for any size of golf bag
> No weight limit
> Extremely strong free running 
 high-tech wheels
> Umbrella fixing system for JuStar umbrella
> Easily dissembled, packing size of 
 65x60x15 cm / 25.5x23.5x5.9 inch
> Weight of frame and wheels from 4 kg / 8.8 lb
> Available with optional break, art. no. STAR-B31, € 80
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JuStar TITAN CLASSIC 1.0

The elegant, timeless classic

The design is elegant and of enduring beauty, the price is unbeatable in its titanium 
class. Thanks to highquality titanium material, our functional electric golf trolley 
guarantees maximum stability at minimum weight. The JuStar Titan Classic trolley 
includes a state-of-the-art high-performance lithium battery offering ample capacity 
for more than two full rounds of golf. The proven folding mechanism enables simple 
packing within seconds. Enjoy a relaxed and worry-free game thanks to the stepless, 
ergonomic speed control and height-adjustable handlebar. All golfers will be 
impressed by the powerful drive train concept and innovative control technology. 
Enjoy additional comfort with the optional remote control – pure driving pleasure 
with the JuStar Titan Classic.

€ 2,799 
art. no. JUSTAR-TIC

DETAILS:
> Lightweight titanium frame
> 2 dynamic high-tech drive units
> Simple operation rotary speed control
> Height-adjustable handle bar
> Electronic downhill brake
> LED-switch for drive and free-wheel function
> Automatic pre-set distance control 10-20-30 m / 11-22-33 yds
> Fast-fold packing size of 65x60x20 cm / 25.5x23.5x7.8 inch
> Secure and easy fixing of the golf bag, folding and turning bag 
 supports
> No weight limit
> Umbrella fixing system for JuStar umbrella
> High performance lithium battery for up to 45 holes incl. rapid 
 charger - tested, verified and certified in compliance with UN 
 Transport Test BU-202100303-B1
> Secure battery storage inside the golf bag
> Weight of frame and wheels 5.5 kg / 12 lb

Flat folding
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JuStar Carbon Light Set 1.0

The sporty electric trolley with accessories at no 
additional charge

SET 
OFFER

The electric golf trolley JuStar Carbon Light is made of a full carbon frame in eye 
catching titanium finish and guarantees extraordinary stability and excellent driving 
pleasure. Two powerful high-tech motors together with a high-performance lithium 
battery for up to 45 holes provide ample driving power and dynamic. Even on slant
courses you will experience a very comfortable handling. The u-shaped and height 
adjustable handle bar allows a relaxed posture for any golfer and gives perfect 
accessibility to your clubs. In just a few steps the lightweight trolley can be dismantled 
to a convenient packing size. Even more comfort is added with the optional remote 
control. Experience maximum driving pleasure with the JuStar Carbon Light.

Recommended Retail Price € 2,817
€ 2,499 Set price  
art. no. JUSTAR-SET 

DETAILS:
> Lightweight full carbon frame, painted in titanium silver finish
> 2 dynamic high-tech drive units
> Simple operation rotary speed control
> Height-adjustable handle bar
> Electronic downhill brake
> LED-switch for drive and free-wheel function
> Automatic pre-set distance control 10-20-30 m / 11-22-33 yds
> Easily dissembled, packing size 65x60x10 cm / 25.5x23.5x3.9 inch
> Secure and easy fixing of the golf bag, folding and turning bag 
 supports
> No weight limit
> Umbrella fixing system for JuStar umbrella
> High performance lithium battery for up to 45 holes incl. rapid  
 charger - tested, verified and certified in compliance with UN 
 transport Test BU-202100303-B1
> Secure battery storage inside the golf bag
> Weight of frame and wheels 5.5 kg / 12 lb
> incl. JuStar umbrella silver with UV-protection, scorecard 
 holder and carry bag

    Free 
accessories





JuStar Black Series 1.0

Elegance and class combined with casual sportiness

The JuStar Black Series combines elegance, class and casual sportiness in matt 
black understatement. The lightweight aluminium alloy frame is finished in solid matt 
black. The extremely resilient lightweight material guarantees maximum durability. 
This state-of-the-art electric trolley is equipped with two axle-integrated drive motors 
and a high-performance lithium battery with a range of up to 45 holes. In a few 
simple steps, the trolley can be dismantled to a convenient packing size. The  
stepless speed control with an ergonomic throttle grip, height-adjustable handlebar 
and optionally available remote control guarantees a comfortable and relaxed game. 
This popular matt black model is available at a sensational price. 

Recommended Retail Price € 2,399
€ 1,999 Special offer
art. no. JUSTAR-BS 

DETAILS:
> Lightweight aluminium alloy frame, matt black finish
> 2 dynamic high-tech drive units
> Simple operation rotary speed control
> Height adjustable handle bar
> Electronic downhill brake
> Freewheel function
> Automatic pre-set distance control (10-20-30 m / yd.)
> Easily disassembled, packing size 65cmx60cmx15cm /    
 25.5x23.5x5.9 lb
> Secure bag fastening, fixed bag bracket
> No weight limit
> Umbrella fixing system for JuStar umbrella
> High performance lithium battery for up to 45 holes incl. rapid 
 charger - tested, verified and certified in compliance with UN 
 Transport Test BU-202100303-B1
> Secure battery storage inside the golf bag
> Weight of frame and wheels 6.5 kg / 14.3 lb
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JuStar SILVER 1.0

Simply unbeatable price-performance ratio

This JuStar golf trolley offers unbeatable value for money. Elegant and practical, with 
a lightweight aluminium alloy frame finished in titanium silver. The extremely sturdy 
lightweight material guarantees maximum durability. This state-of-the-art electric 
trolley is equipped with two axle-integrated drive motors and a highperformance
lithium battery with a range of up to 45 holes. In a few simple steps, the trolley can 
be dismantled to a convenient packing size. The stepless speed control with an 
ergonomic throttle grip, height-adjustable handlebar and optionally available remote 
control guarantees a comfortable and relaxed game. The JuStar Silver offers a 
combination of elegance, robustness and functionality - at an unbeatable price. 

Recommended Retail Price € 2,399
€ 1,999 Special offer
art. no. JUSTAR-SI 

DETAILS:
> Lightweight aluminium alloy frame, titanium silver finish
> 2 dynamic high-tech drive units
> Simple operation rotary speed control
> Height adjustable handle bar
> Electronic downhill brake
> Freewheel function
> Automatic pre-set distance control (10-20-30 m / yd.)
> Easily disassembled, packing size 65cmx60cmx15cm /    
 25.5x23.5x5.9 lb
> Secure bag fastening, fixed bag bracket
> No weight limit
> Umbrella fixing system for JuStar umbrella
> High performance lithium battery for up to 45 holes incl. rapid 
 charger - tested, verified and certified in compliance with UN 
 Transport Test BU-202100303-B1
> Secure battery storage inside the golf bag
> Weight of frame and wheels 6.5 kg / 14.3 lb

Facelift!
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Attractively priced golf trolleys
Maximum comfort, reduced to the essentials

JuStar golf trolleys impress with quality and performance, handmade in 
Germany. They are developed and manufactured at JUTEC Biegesysteme 
GmbH & Co. KG in Limburg, Germany, just like the exclusive JuCad brand 
golf trolleys.

The JuStar model line is backed by 44 years of outstanding technical 
experience and expertise, high-quality materials and a proven technology 
and production line. JuStar golf trolleys stand out from the crowd with 
their stylish design, durability and value for money. They are timeless and 
provide practical features for easy golfing.

No matter whether you are a beginner or a pro, with a JuStar golf trolley 
you have a reliable and high-quality partner for your round of golf. In other 
words: it makes golf even more fun and enjoyable. JuStar models are 
synonymous with German quality and performance at unbeatable prices!

JuStar  - the star on the fairway,
more attractive than ever before.

functional

elegant

robust

value for money

YEAR
WARRANTY
ON ALL JuSTAR
Trolley
frames5



DER STAR AUF DEM GOLFPLATZ JUTEC Biegesysteme GmbH & Co. KG
Ottostraße 20 - 22  |  D-65549 Limburg

Exhibition and Service Centre:
Ottostraße 8  |  D-65549 Limburg

Opening hours: Mo. - Fr. 8 am - 5 pm

Phone +49 (0)6431 9349-0
Fax +49 (0)6431 9349-25
info@justar.de
www.justar.com

Technical changes and weight specifications reserved due to 
material changes and colour deviations. Depicted accessories are 
not included in the price.
Date of issue 01/2024

Handmade in germany

JUTEC Biegesysteme GmbH & Co. KG

www.jucadgolf.com www.justar.com www.jutec.de

The exclusive
golf trolleys

The Star of the
golf course

Bending systems

3 STRONG BRANDS



www.justar.com

THE STAR OF THE GOLF COURSE
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